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The Other 
Jesse 
Jackson 
Staff Column 
By JA\1Y~, SPILLl;R 
They say imitation 1s the best form of 
flattery. But for Congressman Jesse L. 
Jackson, Jr of Chicago. imitation 
hinged on the destruction of his political 
career. 
The congressman ~aw his poli11cal 
future in danger when an opponent by 
the name of Jesse L. Jackson surfaced 
on the ballot This 68-year-old man 
had no previous experience. but wished 
to run for a political seat. 
Now, that might work for HUSA on 
Howard l 'mvers11y's campus. hut for a 
Representative seat for the Congress of 
the United States of America'? I don't 
think so. 
Rep. Jackson contends that political 
allies of his found this man in an 
attempt to confuse voters on the ballot. 
The truth is unknown, but he is now in 
the process of raking legal action 
against them. 
With the state of black politics today. 
why is there more dissention among the 
ranks than before'' 
I.know tltc,c nre ,om~ who will argue 
that this 1s all Ill the name of politics, 
but where 1s the \me drawn? This 
recent power struggle has left me con-
fused and saddened. 
The lack of any one black leader leaves 
a combination of leaders to make up the 
difference. Instead of trying to do what 
is best for the voters. these actions are a 
simple waste of time for all. 
As of Friday. Jesse L. Jackson dropped 
out of the race on the premise that 
because of the recent deaths of his wife 
and grandson, he no longer has the will 
to run. 
Now, that seems hke an easy answer to 
what could have been a major problem. 
but II doesn't stop there. Had it not been 
for these unfortunate events. things 
could hove become quite muddy for Illi-
nois vote~. 
I believe had this been someone who 
earnestly set out to do what was best for 
the Ilhno1s voters and the details werent 
so doudy. things would be thffcrenl It 
goes back to the old crah Ill a huckct 
syndrome. One can't let the other get to 
the top. 
Thi~ could scnc as an e,ample for other 
black peopk. When there 1s ,omcone 
you may not "ant in office and there 1s 
no other suit,1blc ,1lternativc candidate, 
instead of fighting ara111st this pcr;on. 
worl with them. That 1s th\· onh wa) 
we'll be .1blc to thri\'c and l~come 
stronger as a race. 
Jam ye E. Spiller , , <• \n, Prmt lour 
1111/ism 11wjor. Pt•luit ,. · S, ·re e minor 
who /iH•.1· in Dt1ll11s. IX 
Sin1one Agee 
..., 
is defensi\'e 
stopper for 
Ladv Bisons 
• 
See Bl 
The Student Voice of Howard University 
FEBRUARY 5, 2002 
Spoltlight Show Gives Students More 
Experience in Broadcast News 
By Kerry A nn Hamilton 
Contributing \Vnter 
Since the program was pitched 19 years 
ago by a group of students, the University's 
Emmy award winning magazine formatted 
show Spotlight continues to serve as the pri-
mary broadcast outlet to reinforce to theo-
retical classroom lesson through hands-on 
training. 
The brainchild of Sony.1 Ray Coleman 
ulong with some of hcr c.lassmates pitched 
the idea of having a trarnrng program at the 
Univen,1ty. 
··we were interns at Howard Television. 
but we had never done a complete produc-
tion, we thought it would be beneficial to 
have a program where all the elements of 
production could be taught and executed," 
Coleman said. 
Olaniyi Areke the Director Student Train-
ing ha~ an optimistic ns1on for the furure of 
production. 
"Spotlight is a tremendous opportunity 
for students to gain professional experience. 
some of our students are able to get free-
lance jobs at the station where they are not 
as limited by unions representing some of 
the major networks," Areke said. 
Areke also spoke highly of the new stu-
dent talk show, Capstone Connection. which 
will be taped at the end of the month. This 
new production will be an addition to Spot-
light. Campus News, Commumty calendar. 
and other student produce specials such as 
coverage of the Spring Black Arts Festival 
and Homecoming. 
computers and 
sofh..are for the 
students. The stu-
dents, in turn, 
have aided in the 
Bookstore's mar-
keting tO a wider 
community. Some 
of the organiza-
tion's student 
workers like have 
presented 30-sec-
ond commercials 
for HUB on sta-
tions such as Life-
time, ESPN 2, 
BET. USA. 
"Any opportu-
nity to give back 
to the students is 
rewarding. Utiliz-
ing the skills and 
talents of our stu-
dents further 
enhances our 
WHUT•TV 
Photo By Melanie Nesbitt 
Current Senior Producer of Spotlight, 
Larry Brown, Jr. works diligently to main-
tam the productiveness of the organization. 
Brown said Spotlight is a facility for future 
media and entertainment members to gain 
valuable experience. 
Spotlight is aired on WHUT-TV. which is 
the only African-American owned and 
operated noncommercial station in the Unit-
ed States. Channel 32 reaches a half-million 
households each week from as far north as 
Baltimore, Maryland; south beyond Freder-
icksburg. Virginia; east to Maryland's East-
ern Shore; and west to West Virginia. This 
exposure is great for University students to 
master their craft and also showcase their 
productions to the viewing audience. 
image as a Uni-
versity and 
importantly that 
WHUT TV station. WHUT is where the show spotlight is taped. 
·'Spotlight is the trainmg grown for young 
African Americans professionals in front 
and behind the camera, we train and pro-
duce once our entire crcY. 1s trained," 
Brown, a jum01 broadcas1 journalism maJor, 
The Howard University Bookstore 
(HUB), an underwriter for Spotlight, is 
funding the construction of a new set, 
which is scheduled for completion in a few 
weeks. 
of our students," 
Clinton said. 
aid 
After almost 20 years Spotlight still 
accomplishes its purpose of molding media 
professionals of the today and future. 
The Director of the bookstore Antwan 
Clinton is pleased with the Spotlight/HUB 
partnership. The HUB has also provided 
Amie McLain, freshman, broadcast 
major is the producer of For Your Informa-
tion and the new student talk show, Cap-
stone Connection. She said the opportuni-
ties the organization provides are essential 
for her in building her career. 
"WHUT-TV is special to me because it is 
allowing me the experience of working in a 
professional setting in the field I hope to 
pursue." said McLain 
Su]JerBowl ManUl 
Photo By Melanie C. Nesbitt 
Sc,er.il SuperBowl parties were hosted around campus as students Oocked to what was anticipated as 
,1 hat would be 11 lopsided win for the St Louis Rams. Abo,-e, residents of the Howa rd Plaza Towers 
watch the game at a vicning party hooed 11) the dorm. Residents watched the game on the bi~ screen 
tele,bion a, the New Fnglnnd Patriots slid pa,t the Ram., in a 20-17 win. Check out a recap of the game 
on Bl. 
Photo Courtesy of NO.com 
Patroits Wide Receiver Fred Coleman celebrates after his team 
won the big game. The win was New Englands lirsL 
Provost to Host Roundtable The HU Give Back 
co,tPII I'!) B, ST\H· RLPORTS 
HoY.ard l'niversil) Pro,osl A. Toy 
C'al<l\\ e I I Colbert \\ 111 tx· hosting a 
rnundtablc m the Blackburn Center 
\\ ith students to ,tddrc~~ the total 
\\ ithdrawal policy for the U nivers1ty 
next vcar. Tomorro\\ \ roundtablc . 
starti.ng at 12:30 p. m. m the cafo. 
will kick off a new schedule of 
monthly roundtables Caldwell-Col-
bert plans to do until April. Caldwell 
also plans to starts informal lunches 
v. 1th student~ for feedback and sug-
gestions on programs and curricular 
actlHties a1 the University. The sub-
ject for March's roundtable will be 
concerning the Srudent Health Cen-
ter and its fate. 
The total \.\'ithdraY.al Policy states 
that a student may withdrawal from 
the University a1 anytime prior to the 
I 2th week of classes Students must 
file a completed Total \\'ithdrawal 
form from the Office of Enrollment 
~tanagement Student~"' ho lea"e the 
Uni\"ersity and fail to do this w1II not 
recei\e tuttion refunds and may 
recel\e f:uhn2 2r3des on their tran-
~ -
,;cripts. Students v. ho officiall) with-
draY. als from the Lni,ers1t) may be 
elig1ble to recei\·e a total or partial 
tuition refund according to the Uni-
,ers1cv·s ~chedule of Financial 
AdJu;tments and refunds. \Vith the 
pohc) students ma~ be required to 
repa~ federal funds recei\"ed in a 
"eme,ter if thev have ""ithdra\l; n 
from the Uni-.,;rs1t). This pohc) was 
nppro,ed by the Unhersit) Board of 
Trustees last month. 
S unday. February 3. 2002. the \Vashington 
Post reported on Young 
Heroes. a group D.C. 
middle school students 
who are doing commu-
nity service work in 
conjunction with 
Americorp. One of 
these ups1anding young 
people is noted for hav-
mg been mentored by 
Howard Uni,ersity stu 
dents. which means 
somewhere on this cam-
pus are students "'ho are 
definite!) making a pos-
ithe change m the lives 
of someone. setting an 
example for a lot of u~. 
E,en though there are 
numerous organizations 
on thb campus that ~ive 
back. commumty ser-
,. ice work needs to be a 
part of e,ery Hov.,-aro 
'-tudent"s life. \\e are all 
ble,sed to be in college. 
whether we are strug- lot to contribute to the 
gling financially to be effort to uplift our race. 
here or not. and in the For everyone on this 
words of Nina Simone. campus doing commu-
.. We are ------------nity ser-
all young. Ed' • al vice. 
gifted, ltOil whether 
and 
black, 
and 
that's a 
fact." 
As black 
college 
srudents. 
we can-
not 
afford to 
be com-
placent 
with our 
own 
upward 
<lur View: 
As leaders for 
America and the 
global communi-
ty, community 
service work 
should be apart 
of all Howard 
students lives . 
you're 
mentor-
ing a 
child. 
helping 
10 edu-
cate and 
prevent 
the 
spread of 
H.I.V.. 
register-
ing peo-
ple to 
vote, or 
mobility. or be con-
sumed by the trivial 
is,ues like being fash-
10nable and .. getting 
ours:· Our communicy 
needs us. and we ha,e a 
fighting 
for D.C voting rights, 
you should be com-
mended for being a part 
of the ,olution and not 
the problem. even if 
you're only doing it to 
be part of an organiza-
tion. Those who cannot 
find a few hours a week 
to do community ser-
vice work should reeval-
uate their priorities and 
their way of thinking. 
In the end, it's not about 
you or how much you've 
accumulated: it's about 
what you've done for 
others. 
As leaders for Ameri-
ca and the global com-
munity. finding ways to 
uplift our race should be 
a part of our lifestyle. 
Today is a day as good 
~ any other to find 
ways to reach out and 
let our light shine in the 
Ii ves of others. 
A2 
oice& 
Views 
How do you plan to 
elebrate Black History 
Month ? 
"Well, since I tutor under-
privileged minority children, 
I think it is very important for 
them to know about their his-
tory and those people before 
them." 
Stephanie Rene, Sophomore, 
History acation 
"I' m planning on attending 
some cultural events so I can 
explore my Blackness!" 
Alleathea Carter, Freshman, 
Radio/TV /Film 
"I am reading David Goines 
novel and I am going to go to 
so,ne cultural events." 
Gerard L . Mills. Frcshn1an, 
International Business 
"I plan to , isit muscun1s such 
as the Blacks In Wa\. Muse-
um. I also plan to educate 
young children ahout the 
path-; that their ancestors have 
paved li.)r thc,n." 
Kriss) ~1oorc. Junior. 
Markctino ::-
"I plan to re earch lesser 
known Afro- American lead-
ers." 
Robert Boone, Sophomore. 
Political Science 
Compiled By Melanie Nesbitt 
' 
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BLAGOSAH Honors 
Langston Hughes 
LaRouche Foundation 
Campaigns on Campus 
By META"IOYA WEBB 
Contributing Wnter 
The Bisexual, Lesbian, And Gay Organization of Students at Howard spent the first day of 
Black history month honoring the leg• 
endary poet Langston Hughes on what 
would have been his 100th birthday Friday 
in Blackburn. 
BLAGOSHA, an organization founded 
by Sterling Washington, a undergraduate 
music student, decided to pay tribute to 
Hughes because he is a celebrated member 
of the homosexual community, an orienta-
tion many weren't aware of. The focus of 
the ceremony, concentrated on the many 
great ltterary contributions he made to the 
world. 
Washington said the reason his organi-
zation selected Hughes to honor is to erase 
all of the misconceptions about alternative 
Ii festy Jes. 
"HU perpetuates the stereotype that all 
African American people are straight, it's 
depressing when students feel they cannot 
be gay on Howard University's campus," 
Washington said. 
Approximately 45 people were in atten-
dance at this event. Not only members of 
BLAGOSAH came out but homo/hetero-
sexual HU alumni, faculty, friends, and 
members of the community also attended. 
The first half of the celebration began 
with students reading biographical infor-
mation on Hughes and proceeded with 
people reciting some of his most famous 
pieces. Later the tribute had an open 
microphone session that provided an 
opportunity for members and guests to 
recite some of their personal creative 
works. 
Pieces varied from individuals dis-
cussing common current issues, to poetry 
about homosexuals questioning their iden-
tity and sexuality. The overtone from 
many of the poems was that the main 
quest of gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans-
sexual individuals is to gain acceptance 
and receive the same treatment as hetero-
sexual people. 
Tiera Chemault, a bisexual sophomore 
broadcast journalism major, has been a 
member of BLAGOSAH for a couple of 
months and feels there is discriminauon 
coming from everywhere towards ga:r, les-
bian, bisexual and transsexual studentS 
"I would like to see homosexual and 
heterosexual people all together in a set-
ting \I.here no one group would have to be 
antagonized or criticized by the other,'' 
Chemault said. 
Phihp Pannell, an alumnus and execu-
tive assistant to the president of the D.C. 
Board of Education. recited some of his 
favorite Hughes pieces and spoke on 
behalf of BLAGOSHA. 
"Gay, lesbian, bisexual. and transsexual 
students don't want anymore than any 
other students on campus; folks on campus 
should really learn to live with this," Pan-
nell said. Pannell said a major concern 
that homosexual students face on campus 
is the fear of being able to be themselves. !t boils down to acceptance and the reality 
1s that homosexual studentS on the Univer-
sity's campus are just not accepted. 
According to Washington, BLAGOSAH 
was founded because there was no active 
homosexual organization on campus, 
which is not uncommon for a historically 
black college or university. The purpose of 
the organization is to provide a comfort-
able outlet for gay students; somewhere 
they can go to discuss personal issues and 
receive support from one another. 
Washington, and other members of the 
organization said that BLAGOSAH should 
also be a community serviced based orga-
nization. The organization. which has 
many supporters outside of the campus, 
believes it is imperative to give back to the 
community. Therefore every Friday last 
semester they handed out free condoms in 
Blackburn and plan on continuing that ser-
vice along with many others this semester. 
With apathy as the organization's great-
est component and Howard's passive resis-
tance toward defending gay student's 
rights, many agree that BLAGOSAH has a 
long difficult path ahead of them before 
they can receive the equal opportunity as 
other groups on campus 1 
There arc some students. however, that 
are ready to have equality among those 
living lifestyles that are still considered 
taboo. 
By JOSEF SAWYER 
Hilltop Staff \Vriter 
On many occasions, camped on 
various sites on campus, people with 
card tables cluttered with newsletters 
and pnntouts on a Democratic nomi-
nee campaigning for the White 
House in the next election in 2004. 
Lyndon H. LaRouche, a radical 
Democrat, utilizes many District 
campuses to advance bis platform 
and Howard is no exception. 
For several years representatives 
from the LaRouche Foundation have 
graced the University's campus, how-
ever. many are still unaware of who the 
presidential hopeful is or what he stands 
for. 
One of the reasons LaRouche likes to 
campaign on Howard's campus, it is a 
choice venue to solicit supporters who 
are responsive to the message and are 
willing to campaign. 
Activism is a tradition on the Univer-
sity's campus. Last fall Mother Jones 
Magazine named Howard number five 
among the most activist on campus. 
Although members of the University, 
are accustomed to donate support on a 
cause, some students label La Rouche's 
as a radical leader far to the left of 
Democrats. 
"I think they are a feeble ploy to get 5 
percent of the American popular vote to 
get federal funding. They (the LaRouche 
Foundation) are trying to run a political 
campaign based on conspiracy theories 
and you can't do that," said Brian Cham-
berlayne, a sophomore political science 
major. 
Another student Katrena Harper, 
echoed the similar sentiments, as Cham-
berlayne. 
"I am not really sure who LaRouche 
is, but from the little I have heard, his 
ideas seem pretty absurd," said Harper, a 
junior psychology major. 
'"The power in the United States, 
wh.:-n the people allow themselves to be 
treated like human cattle, which is what 
people have tended to do-about 80% of 
the American population has descended 
to the point of 'going along to get along' 
with conditions that exist, not really chal-
lenging power, but bargaining for favors," 
LaRouche said on his website. 
According to members of his cam-
paign. LaRouche believes he is an alter-
native to popular opinion and that may 
be a reason why his message may seem 
so radical to onlookers. 
Since he entered the political arena in 
the late 70's, LaRouche made unsuccess-
ful runs for the Democratic Party's Presi-
dential nomination every year since 1976 
and served as US Representative for Vir-
ginia in 1990s. 
Last year, La Rouche spearheaded a 
movement involving local residents and 
students advocating District lawmakers 
to keep DC 
General Hospital open. 
La Rouche said it was important to 
fight to keep the hospital open because 
of what he calls the declining healthcare 
situation in America in an interview with 
Washington radio station WOL. 
In the last 30 years since Kennedy and 
King were assassinated the country has 
taken a drastic shift in implementing 
policies that arc treasonous, and along-
side with popular opinion that passes 
false information as truth according to a 
LaRouche official. 
Some students, however, are not 
impressed with the views outlined by the 
LaRouche Foundation. One student 
Tiffany Norwood suggested that the can-
didate must alter his approach if he 
wants to make an honest attempt at a 
presidency. 
"If he has been running since '76 he 
obviously doesn't have the people's sup-
port. He needs to either change his posi-
tion or just give it up," said Norwood, a 
Jones Teaches, Preaches to Chapel Congregation 
By Brakkton Booker 
Campus Editor 
In a commanding sermon taken from the 
14th chapter of Mark, Dr. Miles Jones, 
told the modest congregation God will 
respond to prayers if people simply ask 
for them to be answered, in Crarnton 
Auditorium Sunday. 
The minister's sermon focused on the 
story of the Lord's Supper and how Jesus 
placed the responsibility to organize the 
festivity on the shoulders of his twelve 
disciples. Great confidence was bestowed 
upon the shoulders of his disciples, 
according to Jones therefore "Jesus, left 
the disciples to initiate the process." 
The focal point of Jones's message was 
taken from the 12th verse when one of the 
disciples asked. "Where do you want us to 
go and make reparations for you to eat the 
Passover?" 
Jones dre" a correlation to what people 
need to do in their personal lives-ask 
god for dntttion. 
"Be dependent on instruction. depend on 
arrangements that have already been 
made,'' Jones said in his slow, yet stern 
cadence 
As hi sermon progressed, Jones explored 
how Jesu!> kne\l. one of his own disciples 
' 
was going to 
betray Him. how-
ever, he continued 
to break bread 
with the group, 
each offering a 
small piece to 
each man as a 
symbol of his 
body. 
Jones broke from 
telling the story 
to pose a question 
to the audience. 
"What symbol 
would you have 
to ascertain your 
self being? A 
Diamond?" Jones 
asked and looked 
intently into the 
congregation. 
After a brief 
-
with the bread and 
wine and see it go 
beyond church," 
Jones said. 
"African-Ameri-
can History month 
is the time to do it. 
The sharing 
doesn't stop here." 
Some in atten-
dance, like Daph-
nee Duret, at the 
conclusion of the 
service felt 
empowered by the 
message Jones 
brought to the 
Chapel congrega-
tion. 
" It was good for 
me it gave me a 
really good per-
spective for the 
pause he continued. e,. \tiles Jones "a "ell seaS:n~} ~re::~~:,' es it month." Duret. a 
.. He took bread." lances at hi;, notes before he addre-.<;eS the chapel resident assistant in 
After the service, L_on...:Jt,;..rej:....:,;..a_ti_o_n • ...:S:...:un:.:.::d.:::a~:.:.· ________ _ ..Jthe Bethune Annex, 
Jones cited the rea- sa1d she 1s going to 
son he selected to deliver the me~sage to implement the service's teachings into the 
the congregauon was because he wanted activities she has to plan in her dormitory. 
people to be more expressive towards one Dean of Chapel, Bernard Richardson was 
another and did not want the fellowship to equally as jubilant after the service as 
end at the conclusion of service. Dure t. 
'"I want them to do something that starts "It was a teaching moment. I was espe-
as a peo--
HarreU said. 
.._bl•bdohaYCa 
---,. stighrly ciffi:aeat 
WOl.ld. 
c1ally proud that students got to hear this 
kind of teaching of the African-American 
tradition." 
While some audience members were able 
to seize at least one aspect of Jones 's mul-
tiple- layered sermon, others said they 
would need an encore to grasp the entire 
message. 
Junior chemistry major and chapel assis-
tant Joel Moore, admits he was not able to 
digest the sermon completely. 
"This was the deepest sermon all year. It 
was so deep, I'd have to listen to the ser-
mon again" 
The capacity crowd present in the previ-
ous weeks when Michael Eric Dyson and 
Jerimiah Wright were guest speakers at 
chapel dwindled significantly for this ser-
vice. Audience members utilized vacant 
seats in the floor sections and only the 
first few rows of the balcony. 
Dean Richardson, who said he didn't 
notice the drop off in attendance, admitted 
he didn't know whether or not people kept 
away due to the Super Bowl, however he 
said the message got to it's destination. 
"Those supposed to hear the sermon, 
heard the sermon. Students got to hear 
some one who is well seasoned," Richard-
son said. 
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2002 
Howard University Chapter NAACP, 
HUSA, and A.lpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
Inc. presents, "Lunch with the Men of 
HU" 1n the Blackbum Cafe from 12:40 
to 2 PM. 
AOL Time Warner and HBO present, Urban 
World College Tour 2K2 at Cramton 
Auditorium featuring special guest, 
Tweet. Doors will open at 5 PM. 
Continuing with the of Men in Action Week, 
Howard University Chapter NAACP, 
HUSA, and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
Inc. will also present "Beyond the Glass 
Ceiling" with Dennis Kimbro, the author 
of Think and Grow Rich: A Black 
Choice. It will be held in the Blackbum 
Center Forum at 7 PM. 
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 6, 2002 
Men in Action Week Rolls on with "Power 
Hall Open House" from 12-2 PM in 
Blackburn Center Power Hall. 
In addition. an e\ening actiYity has been 
planned entitled, ·'The HL :\tale Stu-
dents Triumphs and Struggles". It\\ ill 
be a panel discussion moderated by 
Rasheem-Ameid Rook, the Assistant 
Director of Student Acti\ ities in the 
Blackbum Center Reading Lounge at 7 
PM. 
The ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority. Inc. present. A Pre-
Valentines Da.,· Auction in the Blackbum 
Center Ballroom at 7:08 PM. Admissi0n 
IS Sl. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2002 
, a ational Honor Fraternity. Inc., 
Alpha Chapter, proudly presents Valen-
tines Auction 2002 in the Blackbum 
Center Ballroom at 7 PM. Admission is 
free so come and enjoy! 
Men in Action Week continues with ''Power 
of Perception" featuring Harold Gray. the 
Director of Center for Professional 
Development in the Blackbum Center 
Reading Lounge at 7 PM. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2002 
Men in Action Week culmination is a recep-
tion in the Blackbum Center Gallery 
Lounge at 5 PM. 
ITTianks staff for your hard work this week. Kudos to the Busi-
ness staff on superb work. Let's all keep it up for the SPE-
CIAL issue next week. 2 Sections Again. I'm only hard on 
ryou guys because I love you all. 
Ms. M.E. 
The Hilltop. 78 Years of Excellence. 
.. -
GRADUATING SENIORS 
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYERS WITH EXCITING CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES WANT TO MEET YOU AT 
Careers 2002 Washington, DC 
Friday, February 8, 2002 
' 
This is the most challenging year in a decade for seniors seeking employment after graduation. Even in 
this difficult environment, Conference employers are seriously recruiting for existing positions and are 
aggressively using Ca/ffrs 2002 DC to meet and identify potential hires: 
Amica M1tual I1sura11ee Company, ;\utomatic Data Procming1 
Bloomb<'rg, Board of Governors or the Petleral Resen·e S)1stem, 
Bureau of .Economic Analysis, Computer As!iociates, 
lltfense lnform1tion Systems Age~}\ E & J Ca11o \\1inery, Ferguson EnterJlrl\es, 
Framatome Technologks, Honda R&D Americas! 
Jnrernll ~evenae Servke- Criminal nhwo1, Lutroo Eleftronics, National Cancer Instittte. 
Natioaal Security Agency, NOAA Corp!i, Sandia ~atioaal l.ahoratori,,, 
Teach for Americ.4, ll. S. tPA, U. S. Pateat & I rademark Oll'ice. 
U.S. Securi1in and Exchange Commis.~ion, 
\Vachovia Corporation, \\1allace Pharmacc1ticals ... a1d more! 
Check the Conference website at www.careerconfertnces.com.lc2001_stud_6.html 
for mre employer information and the rna1or d1sci~ines they n recruiting. These e"l)loyers are 
collecmie~ recrurting for over 2,000 ope11ngs. /f yoo meet the e!f?Ployer ~ir8m6nts b8/ow, we invite you 
to register on-sif6 at Cmers 2002 DC. 
• Graduating Seniors Wrth Visa Status Of U, S Citiler or U S Perfl1c!neot Resoent, Overall GPA of 2 9 
or t.gtw, aro Majoring In ~ er Science, CIS, MIS ijathematC$, Business Admin. Managemeol 
~iarketing Aaxxmt~. Finance, EconomK';s, E~ncal &Y;}ineeriog, Mechanal ErwJ;neerirwJ Also 
Liberal Arts interested il Sales, Management, Co&tome· Ser«e, Legal or Teaching. 
Agaii. you must meet the above ~loyer requiremen~ in order to be ~mitied to tne Conference. 
~ -sle( on-site from 10·00 am on by bnngirig this insert and prese1tng it at Student Registraoon. 
CarHrS 2002 DC condooes at 4·0~m. and there is absolutely no charge of any kind to attend. 
;:i1ea5e dress appropriately fct in:erv,ewmg and tting an ample supp~ of your rest.me 
Comtrtnet Location: Hilton Washington, 1919 Connecticut Ave., NW .. (202) 483-3000 
- . 
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National Legislative Report: 
Briefs President Increases Defense Spending World Briefs 
FLORIDA 24 year-old 
Noelle Bush, Florida Gov. 
Jeb Bush's daughter, was 
released from jail on Tuesday 
after 
trying to 
buy 
Xanax 
with a 
forged 
pre-
scnp-
tion 
from a 
pharma-
cy drive-in. Gov. Bush issued 
a state1nent, "This is a very 
serious problem. Unfc>rlu-
nately, substance abuse is an 
issue confronting many fa1ni-
lics across our nation." 
CHICAGO, Illinois The 
American Acadcn1y of Pedi-
atrics arc endorsing homo-
sexual adoptions. saying that 
gay adoptions can provide 
emotionally healthy family 
lives The new policy was 
published in the rehruary 
issue of thc.: acade1ny's med 
ical journal. According Lo Dr. 
Barbara J. Howard, an assis-
tant pediatrics professor at 
Johns Hopkins Universit) 
Medical Center, gay partners 
are the prin1ary caregivers, 
but arc not able to make any 
decisions regarding legal 
matters. 
HAMMOND, Louisiana A 
pilot was esco1 tee.I to the 
ground by a military fighter 
jct after found practicing acr-
obatics in his open cockpit 
biplane. The pilot did not 
know that there were flight 
restrictions during the Super 
Bowl. Pilots had to submit 
flight schedules to federal 
authorities beforehand. No 
charges were tiled. 
HONOLtLU, Hawaii The 
House Jud1uary and Ha\A,,ai 
ian Affairs Co1nn1ittec killed 
two bills that would h.ive 
allowed legal casino gain-
bling in Ha\\',llt. I'he com1nit-
tee voted unani111ousl) to 
keep the hill in con1nuttec. 
BY J .\ \1A I, H. Al"<D~-RS()"II 
Contributing Writer 
President George W. Bush signed the Defense 
Appropriations Bill (H.R. 3338) on January 10th 
after receiving the new budget for the 2002 fiscal 
year The Defense Bill allowl> for the largest 
Defen~e Department budget ever at 317 .4 bil-
lion The President also approved an additional 
$20 billion emergency supplement to provide 
funding for services needed in response to the 
attacks of September I I. 
As the war on terrorism expands - a war. 
according to President 
Bush in his State of the Union Address last 
week costs "over $30 million a 
day," - increases in defense spending seem log-
ical to most. However, some 
question whether continued increases in 
defense spending are the answer to 
Amcnca 's burgeoning international crisis. 
Dr. Alan McPherson, assistant professor on the 
History of U.S. Foreign Relations at Howard 
University, argued that the United States has con-
tinually "cut back on diplomatic missions while 
keeping defense-spending at about the same 
level." He went en to say that in lieu of future 
terrorist attacks, diplomacy is needed "more than 
ever in conjunction with better intelligence." 
While ~ome question the increases, supporters 
of the President are thrilled by the fact that the 
appropriations Act makes good on many election 
year promises made by President Bush more 
than a year ago. In 2000, Bush called for 
increases in pay for military personnel, a higher 
allowance for the procurement of 
modernized weapons, and continued 
funding for the development of a 
strategic missile defense system 
The third of a trillion dollar Act, 
in addition to providing funding for 
an 
average 6.9% pay raise for mili-
tary employees, also allots a total of 
$69 billion for increases in operation 
and the procurement of weapons. 
Additionally, the Act apportions 
$3.9 billion for retiree health care 
benefits, $50 billion for research and 
development, and an additional $8 
bi I hon for missile defense. 
After the catastrophic events of 
September 11th, the Defense Appro-
priations 
Bill had little trouble moving 
through Congress. Yet few believe 
that the ease with which such legis-
lation moved last year would be 
Photo Courte,y of Whitehouse.go, 
President Bush looking o,er the Defense Spending Bill. 
repeated, as this coming year is an election year. 
In the coming year there will inevitably be a 
"high degree of scrutiny, particularly on bud-
getary policy." according to Dr. Johnnie A. Lan-
don, a political science professor at Howard. He 
made clear that "Democrats can't give President 
Bush a blank check" assuring that we can 
"expect to see some genuine debate on the 
issues." 
Upon questioning, Howard University stu-
dents had varying views as to the importance of 
the defense-spending Act. Freshman political 
science major 
Chequan Lewis felt that while the amount of 
spending is "eye opening and justified," he 
expressed doubt as to whether many of his peers 
are as educated as they could be in regards to 
military spending. Another student, Mike Lyle, 
a junior communications major. cared little about 
the specifics of the spending but was more con-
cerned with whether the money will '·have a pos-
itive effect." 
Whatever the opinion of students, Howard 
University assistant professor of Urban and 
Regional Economics Dr. Haydar Kurban advised 
that all students pay close attention to what is 
occuring in the world around them economically. 
Hearing-Impaired Students Sue Universities 
BY CAPRICIA WILLIAMS 
Contributing Writer 
Hearing-impaired students from UC 
Berkeley and UC Davis have filed suit 
against their schools alledging that the 
universities have failed to comply with 
state regulations. 
The class action suit represents 
approximately 100 students from both 
campuses but the suit only names four 
plaintiffs. The lawsuit took two years to 
get through the federal court system and 
is now filed in California state court. 
Both universities have denied the alle-
gations stating that they are in fullcom-
pliance with state regulations. 
The plaintiffs are asking for better 
note-taking standers, more video closed-
captioning, and improved interpreter ser-
vices. 
In an Oakland Tribune article, Guy 
Wallace, who is representing the plain-
tiffssaid both universities have failed to 
fulfill the requirements of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act. 
"There are a variety of problems -
videos shown in class without closedcap-
tioning, people dimming the lights when 
a video is being viewed, making it 
impossible to see a signer," Wallace 
ere are a variety o pro -
ems - videos shown in class 
ithout closed captioning, 
eople dimming the lights 
hen a video is being 
iewed, making it 
·mpossible to see a signer. '' 
Guy Wallace 
said. 
''The UC Berkeley campus emergency 
phone system won't work for the deaf. 
because they can't hear what the police 
dispatcher is saying," he added. 
Other problems that the students have 
are with the policy that hearing-impaired 
students are required to inform the pro-
fessor in advance if he or she is not going 
to attend class and will not be in need of 
additional services. 
Disabled students at UC Davis are 
required to explain why they are late or 
absent from a class, while other students 
do not. 
UC Davis student and English major 
Terrence Russell said, "As far as the 
making of inquiries as to why they were 
late, I feel that that is understandable to 
a degree. If someone has taken the time 
to meet you and help you with the lec-
ture, and [you] don't show up because 
you're irresponsible, then I feel the [pro-
fessor] has every right to know" he said, 
"However, I also understand that things 
can come up, and how we are all late 
from one time to another." 
In a recent Daily Californian articJe, 
Jeff Blair counsel for the University of 
California said, "We are very proud of 
the panoply of services the 
university offers to all its disabled stu-
dents"; Blair does not believe 
there is any merit to the plaintiff's 
argument. 
Since the first lawsuit was filed, both 
campuses have reevaluated their pro-
grams for disabled students. 
KARACm, Pakistan Police 
and Wall 
Street 
Journal 
officials 
have not 
heard 
from 
Daniel 
Pearl, 
the Wall 
Street 
Journal 
correspondent who was kid-
napped in Karachi, Pakistan 
2 weeks ago. Pearl is still 
believed to be alive after 6 
fake e-mails saying that he 
"still (may be) alive" and 
after a body was found shot 
in Karachi, Pakistan. 
JERUSALEM Palestinian 
bomber injured 113 people 
and while killing herself and 
an 81-year-old man on Sun-
day. 
LAGOS, Nigeria Over 600 
bodies have been found dead 
in canals after a chain of 
bomb explosions from a 
burning military arms depot. 
Crowds of people jumped 
into the canals and died after 
being scared by the explo-
sions. A national day of 
mourning has been declared 
by Nigeria's president, 
Olusegun Obasanjo. 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa Annetjie Mienie, a 
woman who was attacked and 
fatally wounded by an adult 
hippopotamus after pho-
tographing its calf in South 
Africa's Kruger's National 
Park. Mienie was bitten in 
the stomach and died while 
being rushed to the hospital. 
HONG KONG, China Last 
week health workers in Hong 
Kong killed over 100,000 
chickens that were suspected 
of having bird flu. Last year, 
Hong Kong had to temporari-
ly suspend sale of over one 
million live chickens. 
Trailing The Bush Administration ... 
8\' Col 1u "II'\ \V,m· 
Hilltop ">taft \\'rill·r 
President Bu,h i, ,11 ll ridmg the ,,ave of his 
as,umed ,ul'l't'" and ,upport that he received last 
Tuesda) tt,r ht, (,1rguahl)) lllO\ ing State of the Union 
\ddre,, S11n· tht·n. ht• l'0ntlnue, to carve necessar> 
domt',ttl' pnwrani- ,u,h .1,. lurh\,a) proJects. congres-
"ional em tronmt•nt:tl 1niti.11hc,. and job training pro-
back up against the wall and has had no choice but to 
cut or freeze spending in many sections of the govern-
ment as a result. Perhaps the most alarnung issue is 
the fact that Bush has even dipped into the once-forbid-
den funds set aside for Medicare and Social Security. 
After years of surpluses. the new budget of overall 
spending will exceed revenue by about $80 billion. 
However, Bush defends his spending habits with his 
statement. '"By curtailing unsuccessful programs and 
moderating the growth of spending in the rest of the 
go,crnmcnt, we can well afford to fight terrorism, take 
action to restore econom11: growth and offer substanuaJ 
increases m spending for improved performance at low 
gram amtlllf, 11th ,,ut of thl· ti,t·al hudgct for the year 
:cxn. 
At·co1dmg to ndn11111,trnt1on offic1a1', congressional 
aides. and 'JX'l't.ll mll·re,t gn,up,, Bush has hnd hts 
STUDENTS!! 
LOOKING FOR .. '\ PARKING SPACE? 
NOW rs THE TIME! 
• Student Parking pem1its ,vill be sold 
February 7, 2002 
(First Con1e. First Served!!) 
• Blackbum Center. East Ballroom 
(8:30an1 noon) 
• Present a validated Ho,vard University 
Capstone Card 
• Parking fee is S60 
(Cash, check. or n1oney order) 
For additional information 
contact OPSO 202-806-2000 
http://www.founders.howard.edu/parking 
income schools, key organizational programs, health 
care and science and technology research, and many 
other areas." 
Last Friday, President Bush made steps toward 
achieving his goal of strengthening the community 
through goodwill programs, and by appointing James 
Towey to the position of Deputy Assistant to the Presi-
dent and Director of the Office of Faith Based and 
Community lnitiathes. Towey is an attorney who has 
spent IV>'e)ve years acting as legal counsel for the late 
Mother Thresa of Calcutta. He founded Aging With 
Dignity rn 1996. which promotes better care for people 
near the end of life. He worked for Florida's health 
and social services agency, which is the largest in the 
nation. 
One of Bush's main objectives in his recent State of 
the Union address emphasizes the importance of enact-
ing new precautions to protect the interests of Ameri-
can workers. After the recent Enron catastrophe - in 
which countless American workers lost their retire-
ment monies and consequently financial stability - it is 
key that employees who remain employed have full 
confidence m the nation's retirement system. 
· ··· ····························································· Become part of a Team of Responsible Leaders ..... 
... ..... help to create and maintain a positfre living and 
learnint: en,·ironment in an academic ,•ii/age! 
STUD£\ TASS/STA 'VT APPL/CA TIO .... 'S FOR 
HOU'ARD PLAZA TOU'ERS 
ARE ,ou· BE/VG ACCEPTED 
tPPLTCA T/0'\S ◄RE 
AVAILABJ.£ I\ THF. Bl SJ,ESS OFFICE P-12 WEST 
ALL ,◄PPLIC-1 r10,s A VD REFERE'VCES A RE Du£ 1:v 
THE BllSIJ\£.SS OFFICE B>" YARCH 4, 2002 
·································· ······························· 
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CUNY Students Challenge·Fee Increase 
By Alice Iosifescu 
Columbia Daily Speccator <Columbia U. 1 
(U-WfRE) NEW YORK - Three undocumented 
City University of New York students got their day in 
the New York State Supreme Court Jan. 25 again'>l 
CUNY Chancellor Michael Gold'>tcin and his legal 
counsel, Frederick Schaffer. 
The judge is expected to render a decision within the 
next two weeks. Mean\l.hile. local polnicians have 
drafted legislation to circumvent the tuition changes. 
Assemblymen Peter Rivera of the Bronx and Adri-
-ano Espaillat of \Vashmgton Heights plan to introduce 
a bill w_hich would change the criterion for in-stare 
unmigrants are nOI eligible for benefits which are not 
granted to all American citizen~. A~ 1.,".S. cnizens liv-
ing in other states must pay higher cu1tion rates. undoc-
umer,1ed imm1grantS cannot pay in-state 1u1tton. 
a-:cordmg to Schaffer. legal counsel for Cl,";',;Y. 
change No, 2. ln his memo. Schaffer explained that 
the former Acting General Counsel for CUNY had 
deferred implementation of the law m order to de..:ide 
fir~t whether the I 996 statute applied to in-state tu Ilion 
and whether 11 1s consticutional. 
The students. filing under the name '·Paula R'' for 
privacy reasons. arc challenging the recent memoran-
dum to charge out-of-state tuition rates to ,tudents who 
are undocumented immigrants instead of the current 
in-state foe. 
tuition from legal 
residence to gradu-
ation from New 
Yorkh1gh :schools. 
fcxa'> and Califor-
nia already have 
similar laws in 
place The three <,tudents represent an e,timated 3000 
CUNY students who an: undocumcntcd immigrants 
and will have to pay $3400 inslead of S 1600 per 
semester at CUNY\ four-year colleges and $1538 as-
opposed to$ I 250 at the community colleges. 
CUNY\ 
reas,e.,sment of its 
policy regarding 
undocumented stu-
dent ... co-mplies 
with a 1996 federal 
law,_ whfoh states 
that undocumented 
The policy took effect on Jan. 29, but it includes a 
provision that give., CUNY students the option to stag-
ger their payments so that not all of the tuition i'> due at 
once. 
Souljah kicks off 
United Black World 
Month At Ohio State 
By Kathryn J\lfitchell 
The Lantern (Ohio State U.) 
(!.J.-.\YJR~I COLUMBUS, OhlO 
- Author and community ;activist 
Sistah Souljah was the kick-off 
speaker Thursday night fur the Unit-
ed Black World Month at Oh10 
State University. 
Sistah Soul3ah "told it like it 
was" for a packed crowd of ,tudents 
and faculty al the Oh10 Union l:.ast 
Ballroom She spoke on the theme 
for this year's Unued Black World 
Month. "The Strni\!.'lc Continues." 
SoulJah openly illustrated the battle 
that faces black men and women in 
black cornmun111es. 
Advocating unity and rcsponsi 
bil1ty. Souljah said, "You don't make 
it 'ti! your family docs." Souljah's 
speech offered advict·. hope and 
encouragernem to black Mudems to 
rise up and tal-.e their places as men 
and women in society. The talk 
encournged tht' audience to be spiri 
tual. intelligent c!nd moral 
Sou!Jah is a powerful speaker 
who lectures nationwide. She is 
executive director of Daddy's House 
Social Programs Inc., a non profit 
corporation for urban youth. 
She has also wr111, 1, a national 
bestseller, "The Coldest Winter 
l:.ver" and was a featured speaker at 
the Million Woman March. 
Jon Cross, an OSU student, was 
impressed by Souljah'~ speech. ·•we 
live Ill a society where spin and pro-
paganda is the norm where people 
arc being lied to Th have speat...ers 
and personalities that let people 
know the truth 1s a great thing," 
Cross said. 
He said that he felt Sistah Soul-
jah's speech was on lime for the 
issues he faced today and was glad 
he attended the speech 
United Black World Month activ-
ities will be running throughout the 
month of February. 
Schaffer informed the CU:-.:Y colleges of the pohc) 
Free 
AA!li ~ • SlOl'IS 
A~Jl<A ~AJLAH 
understated, and 
Int rocltu·i 11;!' an 
t'\<'ept ional rH'\\ talt•nt 
·whost' stori.c:·s arc al reach· 
rlrawintl' tl'lowinO"words 
:-- 1" 1" 
of praist>. 
"The stories in Free 
are plainspoken, 
deceptively complex. 
Anika 1\Jailah makes everyday interactions between black and 
white. young and old. into capsules of insight about who we are 
culturally and how we interact across the barriers of race, age. 
and class." David Anthon, Durham. author of Gabriel's Story 
"As fluid as the turn of the page, Anika Nailah's 
timeless . .. collection quietly gives voice to those 
screaming to he heard. In lesser hands, clarity, 
strength, and hope would not prevail." 
-Brian Keith Jackson, author of The View from Here 
"Brilliant. The language is soothing yet biting, and you are 
constantly challenged by unique metaphors and fresh 
perspectives. Free is a stunning debut." 
Yolanda Joe, author of This Just In 
& j t I J , ] 3 ~11 i i 7 !\ 'J 3 ~ 
SPRINGU 
•P;tta1u1a,q,,ittt;,.-t taa,,,q,1t,,,tt a,,,,tw 
London: $549 Jamaica: $499 
$459 Paris: $659 Cancun: 
Madrid: $709 Bahamas: $499 
Dublin: $7 49 Daytona Beach: $430 
Prica ilclau airfare, 1CC011111datio1 an• other flltlres. OtNr intilltio11 
milaW.. S,ac1 is limited. Call for Ntaill. R11trictio11 1p,ty. 
TRAVEL 
2401 Pennsylvania Ave., Ste. G 
202.887 .0912 · 
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SL"101'E MASON 
Founded 1n 1924 
Daniel Pearl a Forgotten Hero 
Since September 11, Americans 
have been constantly reminded that 
their definitions of the words 
"hero" and "heroic" should have 
changed completely. 
risk their lives everyday by reporting on 
what is happening in the war from the 
frontlines. 
Without these courageous Americans, 
we would be at the 
Now, instead of these 
words conjuring up the 
unforgettable image of 
Michael Jordan battling 
the flu in the NBA Finals 
to score 38 points, we see 
the tear, dirt, and sweat 
streaked faces of New 
York firefighters and 
policemen struggling to 
save the lives of those 
trapped in the rubble of 
Our View: mercy of government propagandists when it 
comes to discovering 
what is happening on 
the battlefield. During 
Vietnam, journalists 
told the public the truth 
about what was occur-
ring in those humid jun-
gles. Journalists 
sparked the American 
Journalists deserve 
the same respect as 
any other group 
contributing to the 
war against 
terrorism 
the World Trade Center. 
However, one face most Americans 
don' t think of when they hear the word 
hero 1s that of Wall Street Journal 
reporter Daniel Pearl. Pearl is being 
held hostage by terrorists in Pakistan, 
and may already be dead. Neverthe-
less, most Americans wouldn' t consider 
Pearl or his fell ow journalists to be 
heroes. Why not? Is it because he 
doesn't can·y a gun, ax, or gas mask? 
Pearl is one of many journalists that 
masses to demand we 
abandon a war that was 
decimating our country and Vietnam. 
Daniel Pearl is a hero by any defini-
tion, for he is upholding the American 
spirit of freedom, the freedom of infor-
mation and knowledge. He deserves 
more than a 10-second spot on the tele-
vision news, or a page twelve story in 
our nation's newspapers; he deserves 
our sympathy and gratitude for doing 
his job. 
Pay Homage to Our History 
It's February. and that means our special n1onth has arrived once again. Black History Month is the 
time designated for remembrance of the 
contributions African Americans have 
made to this country. But are you 
opportunity to learn in more depth 
about the lives and contributions of 
prominent African American figures. 
In addition, other events give you the 
opportunity to hear the wisdom of 
today's prominent African Americans. 
learning anything aside 
from the quicl<.. facts 
McDonalds gives you on 
comn1crcials? There are 
n1an} prognuns that will 
be held on ca,npus and 
throughout the District 
this n1onth that should 
be taken advantage of. 
Our View: 
At the very least, this 
month would be the 
perfect time to visit the 
African American Civil 
War Memorial-it is 
just a few blocks from 
campus-and/or the 
National Museum of 
African Art. If it really 
Everyone should 
attend at least three 
Black History events 
this month. 
We've all seen the fl} -
crs tor these progran1s 
and \vnlkcd past thcn1 
\Vithout a second 
thought. This ) car. try son1cthing nc\\'. 
Take the tirne to attend :11 least three 
events this rnonth. Take the tin1c to 
active I) rcn1en1bcr those \\ ho can1e 
before us and honor those an1ong us. 
who have made and arc 1naking signifi-
cant contributions to A.frican American 
society and ,'\n1erica as a \\ hole. 
Many of these progran1s gi,c }OU the 
pains you to step off 
campus, check out the 
Fine Arts Building and 
the Blackburn Center 
for exhibits and func-
tions being held this month. 
The excuse of not being able to find 
out what's going on will not fly. It's as 
simple as checking your Howard e-mail 
accounts. Yes. they did assign them to 
us for a reason. 
Let us trul) celebrate our heritage and 
lcgac) this year. 
Illustration By Antijuan Jackson 
Wdl. t ru~n t tan't foru 1a to -~u On"' ~ith ~-Dub-fa ... &ut 
don't thu nirvur ivur furgit thi&, Mi111: 
DON'T M£'l>'l> WITH T£AA'l>UI 
' 
What's Your Opinion? 
, - --
_,;.; 
We encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please 
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., Nw, Wash-
ington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com 
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Michael B. Bakeley 
Speaking the Language! 
en one attempt!> to learn a language here 
t Howard University, there are some fun-
amental concerns that should be recti-
fied immediately, unless the universtty wants to con-
tinue in being negligent m ns duty in adequately 
preparing its students. Before I digress any further, I 
am particularly focusing on the language laboratory 
that's reminiscent of the bcginmng of the Cold War 
era. 
For those out there who have never v1~11cd the lan-
guage laboratory, I WJII aucrnpt to give you a visual 
description. and then you will understand ""hy I am 
addressing this issue First, a~ you ~aunter in the lab 
you w,11 1mmed1ately notice the very drab C;;nv1ron-
ment such a~ the poor lighting and color Second, as 
you turn the 11nme<liate left, you will sec stacks of 
decrepit tapes with lots of dust, etc. Third, as you look 
to the walls in the room, they are completely bare. 
Whatever happened to posters, books, videos that can 
be seen, read or viewed in the lab? Please do not sa)' 
that the students find such an attachment to such mate-
rial that they JUSl have to take them home without 
returning them. This may be true in certain cases. but 
I think the maJority of the students do not fall mto 
such categories'? 
For those who may dissent, (President, Provost. 
Board of'frustees, and the Dean of Foreign languages. 
and ~ome professors) I highly encourage you to mere-
ly stop by and visually sec the misalignment or misdi-
rected funding that you have created. I am quite sure 
that some of those individuals mentioned will say that 
they did not create this problem, however, if this true, 
what have you done to remedy the problem? Please do 
not say there is not enough money in the budget either. 
If one decides to examine the university budget in its 
entirety. I am quite sure that adequate monies can be 
either redirected or found to ameliorate this issue. This 
sounds like a really good proJect for the MBA, eco-
nomics, law, and graduate political science students to 
apply their skills to something that affects them direct-
ly and indirectly. 
l personally think that before the university contin-
ue putting exorbitant amounts of energy in trying to 
gain the Tier 1 status. such as fortifying an exquisite 
c:xtenor (buildings, grounds. etc), umversity officials 
need to place more emphasis on the inner-workings of 
1ts budget allocations and priorities. The most sad part 
about me having to address this issue 10 the university 
community, is that this has been going on for years and 
nothing seems to have been done. As Dr. Corne! West 
states, •·we challenge athletes, entertainers, 
professors, doctors. la"" yers. and pharmacists to be on 
the front line. Don't sell your soul for a mess of pot-
tage. Sta)' on the Frontline." Therefore. I challenge 
every Spanish major. foreign language professors and 
the entire student body to make demands to appropri-
ate university officials about the plight of the language 
laboratory. For those that dissent. please do not sa)' 
that changes are coming with ··a11 deliberate speed." 
M!chael Bakeley is a doctoral student m the politi-
cal science department. 
By Derrick K. Nayo 
Journalists: I Truly 
Wonder if We're Ready 
Beef Man 
While covering the Lebanese Civil War for the As~ociated Press, Torry Anderson was abducted 1n Beirut 
and remained a hostage there for 7 years begin-
ning m 1985. I le was released in I 991 and for-
tunately found peace in a return tnp 10 Lebanon 
and in an autob1ogn1ph1cal account of his expc 
rience in his hook lelm11011. A Return 10 rhe 
lion:~ De11 
More recently. 8 Journalists havc died while 
sifting for new mformallon m Afghamsran, and. 
even more rc1.:ent, Dame! Pc.ul. Wall Street 
Journal reporter, 1s a hostage in Pakistan being 
detained by Harkat ul MuJaheddm, a member 
of an extremist m1hta111 orgamlallon who is 
wanted on seven murder charges. 
Worst of all, as I' 111 writing this, news reports 
say the kidnappers have given the United States 
24 hours to provide warplanes to Pakistan and 
to release Pakistani detainees at Guantanamo 
Bay or the) \\ i II e,ccute Pearl 
I am m,,, forced to ;11J1111t that I' IJ be chang-
ing my major from prmt journalism to psycho! 
ogy in a silly attempt to av01d the dangers of 
journalism, but I must question how I see life 
and how journalism 1s my duty during this 
epoch 
Life, to me, 1s ~tnvmg for everything seem-
ingly removed, only to attam what was said to 
be impossible and to smile at your success. My 
goals in journalism are formidable but definite-
ly in parallel with my understanding of life. lf 
I'm cut down while striving to reach for the fur-
thest goal in my profession of journalism, then 
I've simply lived the way I was intended to. 
Pearl was hoping to discover a link between 
the man who tried to destroy a plane by igniting 
a bomb in his shoes and the man he expected to 
interview in Pakistan If Pearl intended to 
expose this truth m benefit for us all and for 
himself, then he has only done what life asked 
of h1m; death at the hands of kidnappers would 
be an unfortunate, but dest incd occurrence dur-
ing his strive for breaking news. 
All journalism majors at Howard University, 
including myself, who will soon enter the apoc-
alyptic environments of civil wars, those who 
will report on the gang violence in Los Ange-
les, and those who think they arc prepared to do 
this for a living: Are we truly ready? 
Unimpeded@hotmail.com 
Sophomore, Joumalism-Prinr Major 
By Antijuan Jackson 
Yo '41hat't. the dea\, people? I don't ~no"' about 1a\\, but I'm t.ti\\ buggin' 
off that "'hole £nron thing. I mean, the1 droppe.d fuu from the upper 
management int.tead of that tric.~e do'4!n u.onoffl'f bu\\1,hit. f o\~1, life 
uving1, "'"e depleted jut.t \i~e that. Damn, l.an a brotha get a 1-- "'m 
notiu up in thif> mug? I'm t.31in' if 1ou gonna drop a load on ffl'f 401~ 
plan, at le.Kt \et me get auut.tomed to tm improviud \ifu.t-,te. -rhou 
fo\~1, don't ~n°"' ho"' to urap up a meal from IZ-amon Nood\u, Double 
Mint, and thru f>mHh rai1,in1,. On\1 ut. do"'n trodden fol~ ~no"' that' 1, 
a -rhan~t.giving and a du.ent 'flU~ afteneardt.. Nah, I'm '41i\ding. f.nron 
gonna mu.& around and have thou c.at1, \oo~in' \i~e the1 hoo~ up c.ab\e, 
do taY-u., ~D '41i\\ paint 1our houu for 4 do\\art. and a 1,0me 
toothpa1,te. -rh"'f got to do better than that. -rhaf 1, griffl'f Americ.an for 
1a. 
PLEASE NOTE: 
The views expressed on the Perspective pages of The 
Hilltop are the opinions of the authors names above 
them. 
They do not reflect the views of The Hilltop Editorial 
Board. 
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CO GR.t\ LATO S TO 
for th~i,· ,,,in o,f ,r ortli Caroli11a A&T 
BE: 
vs. }Joly C1·oss @ A1ncrican U ., Fel> 9, 1 Jlm 
@ U. of Mel., Feb. 6, 71>m & Eastern Regionals, Feb. 9 
BEST WISHES TO: 
<a2 College of Charleston, Feb. 9 & 10 
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER AND OTHER A WARDS 
FOR FALL SPORTS • 2001 
WOMEN 
Denise Corbett .. MVP, Volleyball 
Brittany Williams - MVP, VolleybaD 
Krystal Perkins .. MVP, Cross-Country 
Alicia Melton - Most Improved, Cross-Cty 
Ranelka Bean .. MVP, Soccer 
Erinn Garner - MVP, Soccer 
Crystal Waters - MVP, Bowling 
MEN 
L. ''Nigel'' Bu11es1 • MVP, Soeeer (Det) 
Juma Osman - MVP, Cro 
Jevonte' Philpot • MVP FootbaD (Oft) 
Tracy White· MVP, FootbaD (Def.) 
Vincent eelos - MVP, Spedal Teams 
Roy Andenon - Buffalo Soldier Award 
~ 
Jm:UPJmr 
Di, ision of ~,ud~nt ff airs F ebrua11 2002 
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Allen Powell, II 
Religion and 
Sports, a Bad 
Combination 
Or Perfect 
Match? 
Man I didn't want to write 
about the Super Bowl hecausc the 
game happened two days ago. but 
I had to say something ahout 
what was ont: of the greatt:st 
games I've.: ever seen. I mean. 
damn. a 14 0 scoring run by the 
Rams followe<l hy a last second 
game w1nntng field goal by the 
Patriots. the Nf·L 1s fantastic' 
(Wait I thtnk that's the wrong slo 
gan.) But what was really enter 
latntng ,1bou1 the whole garm: was 
the commentary of John Madden 
and Pat Summerall. rhc!,C two 
an: ol<ler than dut; hell. Pat Sum 
merall probably played racquet 
ball with Moses. Mort:ovcr, not 
only arc they old, but Pat is scri 
ously sentlc. lie misses calls all 
the time, and repeatedly uses the 
wrong names tor players. For 
well ove1 half of the game he 
called Kun Wainer Marshall 
Faulk. How the.: hell Jo you con 
fuse Kurt Warner w 1th Mttrshal 
Faulk? One 1s tall. thick. slow 
and white, the t)thcr is short, slim, 
quick and bh1ck. They look noth 
ing alike Even when Summerall 
said, "Faulk pas!>es to Faulk" he 
still couldn't catch on. 1 for one 
am glad this was the end of the 
line for the dyn:urnc duo. 
What I really wanted to wnte 
about in this l'olumn was a pro-
gram I s;m on 1180 called Real 
Sports with 81 yant Gumhd fhis 
show w.ts tll'ht It was lund of 
like a news program dt:votcd to 
1.·xam1111nr some of the pressmg 
issue, 111 ,port,. On Saturda), 
they were t.1lk111g about Chris 
t1anity Ill the NT·l The show was 
l'\aminml! all of th1.• athletes \\ ho 
,u c Christians, and hn\\ they 
rd,1k· to each other and m,n 
Chi 1stians. It \\as <>,011d to sec ,1> 
man) po,Jtl\C 1mags•s nt athktcs. 
hut tlwre was One th111g ,1!,out the 
sl11m th,11 ",1, drsturbmg. The 
c1i111nw111.1tl>1 ,p1>ke 11, Clenn 
l'a1 kc·r. ,I gu.1rd ti.11 the '-c,, Ybrl.: 
Giants.,, h11 1, ,1lso ,t non Christ-
ian P,1rks·1 told 111111 of pcr-,t'CU· 
111,n. r 1J1euk ,llld ,1huse O) some 
of hi, Christian team matt·, ,111 
b1.·c.1ust· he did not 1.·mbrace their 
rd,gwn .\ \lu,lim pla::-cr tlll 
,mother t1':un ab,, ,p1it...1.• ah,,ut th1.• 
,.une ,llt1llhph,•1t' 111 his kicker 
wo111. H,,1h pla:e1~ ,·ud that 
t1.•am111.11t•s md coache, ofll'n 
,~ould 1.·,mw up tu them nut of the 
hlu1.• ,md tdl them the, "1.•rc 
going ttl hdl. lR pre,sure them to 
n1nform to the te,1m ·s C'hnstian 
att1tud1.• 1 hc,e ,torie, ,m: di,turb-
ing. mo,th t>c,:au,e I J11n't J1iubt 
th1.•ir , ahdit, Chi 1sll,llh can be 
s1.1me 1.>f tht· nw,t unforg1, 111g. 
d1.1se mllldeJ pc1.,plc Ill the \\ orkl. 
L nfortunateh. \\t.' (,c, I am a 
. -
Chrisuan) se1.·m to bel1e,c that 
fon:ing 1.,ur reltgton on pcoplc. 
while conde mmn:,.:. them ,1tx,u1 
theirs is the best w,l) to ,ene 
God. It's not' E,er: man 1s 
entitled to his own beliefs Earh• 
er this year. people on lh,~ e.irn-
pus ridiculed and critic11ed an 
editor from the District Chroni~ 
cle~ because of M.>me thmg, ~he 
said about Christiamt) and C._.n,-
tians. Ho,, ,,as their beha, 1or or 
the beha, ior of the people m the 
NFL Christian-like? Ho,, is 
making people feel uncomfort-
able and guilty at their ·.,orkplat·e 
going to bring them to God'! 
Those were just some things I 
wanted to say about the show:. 
.. • 
• ues Bl 
1 Agee Poses Silent eat to 
By CHAt :-. , BRv,:--1 
Contrtbuttng Writer 
When opposing teams prepare for a game 
against the Howard Cnivcrsity \Vomen's bas-
ketball team, they often think of wayi. to try 
and stop last year's leading rebounder in the 
nation, Andrea Gardner, or star shooter, 
Courtney Ktrk However. when they ster. onto 
the court, they often find themselves bchmd 
because they haven·, prepared themselves for 
Howard\ "quiet assassin," Simone Agee. 
Guards often return to their benches frus-
trated and out of breath after being smothered 
in relentless defense, asking the question 
"who is number thirteen'?" 
"I think due to the fact that no one real)y 
writes her up in the report, she's not a person 
that everyone is thinking they have to stop. 
and because she's not a focal point on any 
one's minJ. she\ killing you," said LaJy 
Bi~on head coach Cathy Parson. ··in games 
where she i lell opt~. she's deadly." 
In her freshman year at Howard last year, 
Agee averaged JUSt 5.6 potnts and 3.6 
rebounds per game. after moving rnto the 
staJtmg line up when point guard Nicole 
Jackson had to sit out the rest of the season, 
due to an in Jury to her ankle. She started in 
14 of the 27 games she played, and had a 
total of 19 assists and 22 steals by the sea-
son's conclusion. 
This year, however, the sophomore guard 
from M1s1-iss1ppi has improved her statistics 
drasucally, and has proved to be the most 
consistent player on the team. 
Agee 1s currently fourth on the team in 
scoring, averaging I 0.5 points per game. 
she's managed to pull down an average of 
Feature 
four rebounds per game despite being only 
5'8, and she leads her team in steals wilh an 
average of three per game. which leaves her 
tied for second in the MEAC. 
"I began working really hard because I 
knew we were the defendmg champions. and 
I knew we had to come back strong because 
everybody would be trying to stop us." said 
Agee. "So I knew that 1 had to work on my 
game in order for us to get to I.hat first step." 
Agee has truly earned her starting posi-
tion, playing in 18 out of the 19 games this 
season, and has scored in double figures in 
I 0. her career high 19 points coming agamst 
the Florida A&M Rattlers on January 12rn of 
this year. 
.. 1 think over the summer she began work-
ing diligently on everything that she was 
trained to do. and as a result she came back 
even better," said Parson. 
An extremely versatile player, you will 
often find Simone hitting short baseline 
jumpers. or commg down court for a break 
away lay-up, after stealing the ball from I.he 
opposing teams guards and point guard. 
··1 think my role on the team is being the 
defensive spark plug out there to sort of spark 
the defense, which sparks our offense," said 
Agee. ··so my defense is definitely my 
biggest strength." 
Basketball has been Agee's first love for as 
long as she can remember. She first picked up 
a ball at the age of two, but she's been play-
ing organized basketball since junior high 
school. 
"My dad used to take me to the court so I 
could learn to play ball," Agee said. ''He is 
still really into my basketball, he still calls 
and tells me what I should do." 
HU Squad Wrestling Its 
Way to the Top 
By MICHAEi. T. LYLE, JR. 
Hilltop Contributing Writer 
Howard University 
wrestling head coach Wade 
Hughes has only two things 
on his mind hard work and 
determination. 
Led b} last year's NCAA 
East Region.ii finalists' \dri 
an Thompson and senior 
Derek Butts, second-year 
coach Hughes is confident 
that his Bison will make a 
huge impact in the East again 
this season. 
But it's going to be a diffi-
cult tast.... With schools such 
as Kent State and the Un1vcr 
stt\ 1,f \ 1rg1111a standing in 
their path. I low.ml "ill have 
to pl,1y at ,1 ,upcrior lc\C'I to 
,, in some meet,. 
'"It\ early 111 the season 
anJ our schedule i, a little 
tougher than 111 prcvwus 
, car<· smJ coach Hughes 
~ 
"\\ c mav lose a fe,, matches 
here ,md there. but that type 
of e,pcrienl·c should gi,e 
them .1 sign to "ork harder .. 
After coming off a disap-
po•m 1ng 6 S sea,on last ve:u, 
the B 1 ,on " 1 II once agam 
kiok tl't the Hea, ) ,, < 1ght and 
U3-pound dasse,, to ke) an 
e,uh -,ea,on ,uroe. with 
. :, 
Thompson anJ Butts leading 
the "l'l). 
Ho,, ard \\ ii I also look to 
their other ,emo~-Ephmim 
\\',1lker and :\lilton )ates-for 
,1.1111e ,upport. 
'Thomp,1.m 1s a 1.·1.1aehe, · 
dream." ,aid coach Hughe, 
"He's done: C\Cf\1hm.g l'\e 
a,ked ofhnn He·, ah,a,, 
'"'rkmg hani during prncucc 
occau,e h1.' kno,, s ,, hut ·s 
e\pt.'l.'teJ of him." 
Thomp,on 1, 1.--crtatn of 
"hat hi, ambition, an'-4;'on-
unue to perform \\CII enough 
for ,1 return to the ~CAA 
:--:auonal Championship,. 
"\ly goal ts to keep up Ill) 
trainmg and pla~ for another 
.,hot at the champion,hip," 
,aid the junior hea, ~ \,eight. 
"I would al<o lil-.:e to mcrea<c 
my abilities to get to All-
American status." 
Each weel-.:. the Bison 
wrestlino 0 
team 
spends 
File Photo 
fhe Wrestling Tham is ha,ing some earl) success and 
the) are looking to continue their progress. 
three lo four days training for 
at least two and a half gruel-
mg hour,; in preparation for 
their matches that take place 
on the weet...cnd,. So for, 
coach Hughes hkc:, v. hat he 
secs. 
·-rm trying to hold the 
team together and get them in 
top-notch condition so that 
,,e can IT) and (surprise] 
some team~:· said coach 
Hughe, 
But he hope, that I.he hard 
,1.ork di,pla) ed during prac-
uce will pa~ off come match-
timc And w1u or Io,c. the 
di,ciphne and demeanor are 
the m.1..- : ngredients fur a 
,ucce,,tul ,ea,on. 
"\\e h.i,e to take e,-e11 
match one at a time. and a, 
we pla) them. ,,e·n get 
tougher," he ,aid. 
Of cour<.e. that type of 
toughne,, w II take them all 
the WJ\ :o :he /\CAA cham-
pion,hip, in Alban). :--;y, 
,, here the) hope to make rui 
impa-.t 111 March. 
Fic-r. the), ha,e to com-
plete a gruelmg schedule this 
month that iearure, a dual 
match agamst \lar) land and 
American. versus a t0ugh 
Kent State squad and against 
competitive Franklin and 
Marshall College. 
The Bison current!) bave a 
record of 1-5. ,,ith their most 
recent and on!) victory com-
ing against Delaware State 
University. a nctory that 
Hughes was certain of. 
··\Ve expected 10 win that 
match." said Hughes. "We 
real!) expect not to have 'too 
much difficult) competing 
with the local schools like 
\taryland and American u:· 
\\ ith nine matches left in 
the ,c ason. they '11 get their 
chan,:e :o pro,e thal they are 
the best team in the DC-
:-taryland area in the next few 
\\eeks That dual match ver-
,u,. the Terrapins and the 
Eagle, takes place on Sarur-
da\. Februan 9rn m College 
. . -
Part... . 
Given the talent, leadership 
and "man-pow: er·• I.hat the) 
cum:ntl) have. the Bbon 
,houJd do excepuonally v.ell 
and 1mpro\-e their chance of 
fimshing the searon with a 
v. mning record. 
Before finally 
senlmg down in 
Mississippi, she 
lived in Louisiana. 
New: Jersey, and 
Belgium. so she 
admits that her 
transition 10 
How,ard was not 
difficult at all. 
.. Making that 
transition mto col-
lege was pretty 
easy for me I've 
been doing I.hat 
(moving around) 
basically my 
whole life," said 
Agee. 
At Gulportfort 
high school in 
Miss1ssipp1, she 
received a slew of 
awards such as 
MVP, offensive 
and defensive 
player of the year, 
and won several al) 
t0urnament 
awards. Similar to 
her play at 
Howard, she also 
led her high 
school team in 
steals. 
File Photo 
Simone Agee has stepped into the role of a defensive stopper and leader on an 
undefeated Lady Bison basketball team. 
Off the court, Agee enjoys watching car-
toons on the cartoon network, and she loves 
to watch the WNBA. Her favorite female 
player has always been Cynthia Cooper. 
someday, but wants to finish school first. 
"I would love to play in the WNBA one 
day," said Agee. "College is definitely not the 
end." 
Agee hopes to make it to the WNBA 
New England Gets Sur-
prise Win for Team's First 
Championship 
BY ETHAN ZAGORE 
Contributing Writer 
Man l didn't want to 
write about I.he Super 
Bowl because the game 
happened two days ago, 
but I had to say something 
about what was one of the 
greatest games I've ever 
seen. 1 mean, damn, a 14-
0 scoring run by the Rams 
followed by a last second 
game winning field goal by 
the Patriots, the NFL is 
fantastic! (Wait I lhink 
that's the wrong slogan.) 
But what was really enter-
taining about the whole 
game was the commentary 
of John Madden and Pat 
Summerall. These two are 
older than dirt; hell, Pat 
Summerall probably 
played racquetball with 
Moses. Moreover. not only 
are they old, but Pat is seri-
ously senile. He misses 
calls al I the ti me, and 
repeatedly uses the wrong 
names for players. For 
well over half of I.he game 
he called Kurt Warner 
Marshall Faulk. How the 
hell do you confuse Kurt 
Warner with Marshal 
Faulk? One is tall. thick, 
slow and white. the other is 
short. slim. quick and 
black. They look nothing 
alike. Even when Sum-
merall said. "Faulk passes 
to Faulk" he still couldn't 
catch on. 1 for one am glad 
this was the end of the line 
for the dynamic duo. 
\\'hat I really v.:anted to 
write about in this column 
was a program I ,aw on 
HBO called Real Spons 
with Bryant Gumbel. This 
shov. was tight. It was 
kind of like a news pro-
gram devoted to examining 
some of the pre,sing issues 
in sport.s. On Sarurda:,: 
the~ were talkmg about 
Christianity in the ~'FL. 
The show v.a., examining 
all of the athletes who are 
Christians, and hov. they 
relate to each other and 
non-Chnstiarn,. It was 
good to see ,o many po,i-
ti, e images of athlete,. but 
there v.as one thing about 
the show that was disturb-
ing. The commentator 
spoke to Glenn Parker, a 
guard for the New York 
Giants, who is also a non-
Christian. Parker told him 
of persecution, ridicu]e and 
abuse by some of his 
Christian teammates all 
because he did not 
embrace their religion. A 
Muslim player on another 
team also spoke about the 
same atmosphere in his 
locker room. Both playqr's 
said that teammates·and · 
coaches often would coine 
up to them out of the blue 
and tel] them they were 
going to hel I. or pressure 
them to conform to I.he 
tean1 's Christian attitude. 
These stories are disturb-
rng, mostly because I don't 
doubt their validity. Chris-
tians can be some of the 
most unforgiving, close-
minded people in the 
world. Unfortunately, we 
(yes I am a Christian) seem 
to believe that forcing our 
religion on people, while 
condemning them about 
theirs is I.he best way to 
serve God It\ not! 
behavior or the behavior of 
the people in the NFL 
Christian-like? How is 
making people feel uncom-
fortable and guilty at their 
workplace going to bring 
them to God? Those were 
just some things I wanted 
to say about' the show. 
Since this is the sports' 
section of the paper, I' II go 
back to sports. I real)y 
liked the fact that none of 
the media experts gave the 
Patriots.ii cilirm:e to win 
the Super Bowl. I mean, 
did anybody else find it 
somewhat stupid that 
everybody thought the 
Rams were invincible or 
something? They lost to 
the Saints this year and last 
year, and were played close 
by the Eagles in the NFC 
Championship game. I'm 
happy for the Patriots 
because, he]), everybody 
loves an underdog. I just 
feel sorry for Aeneas 
Williams, a true profes-
sional, who deserves a 
Super Bowl ring before he 
retires. 
\ 
Ever; 
man 1s 
entitled 
to his 
own 
beliefs. 
Earlier 
this year. 
people 
on this 
campus 
ridiculed 
and cnu 
c,zed an 
editor 
from the 
D1'>lf1Cl 
Chroni-
cles 
because 
of some 
thing~ 
she !>3.ld 
about 
Chris 
uanuy 
and 
Chn,-
. :\ew Eni:-laod place picker kick\ the lfllllle winning 
uaru. rietd i:ooJ for the 20-17 '4in o,u the Rams 
HOW\\35 
their 
• 
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!All-Star Game to Take Bison Snap Two Game Losing 
Streak Against UMES i ;Philadelphia By Storm B\ AISH \ CH .\:\I::\ 
HilltopStaff \.\'riter 
deserve to play," said Allen. "So it's a 
big plus being able to go to your 
bench and get some solid pla) and I 
was really pleased with their effort 
and the things that the) did to make it 
a tota: 1ea.'1l effort ·· 
playing time this game because Ali 
didn't play today, so I knew I needed 
to step up and play the point guard 
spot the way be played it," said 
Goodrich, who played his best game 
of the season. "I looked at him all 
season playing the point, and I just 
stepped up today and played like be 
always played." 
By Les Flanagan 
Contributing Writer 
Next weekend brings the NBA 
All-Star Extravaganza to 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as 
all-star weekend kicks into full 
effect The exciting event, which 
was held in Washington D.C. last 
year, promises to attract celebri-
ties and basketball fans from 
everywhere. 
With so much to look forward 
to this All •Star weekend lets take 
a look of ome of the event~ 
The main highlight of all star 
weekend is of course the 2002 
NBA all star game. Starting for 
the Eastern Conference is 
Philly's D1kembe Mutumbo, 
Toronto's Vince Carter, Boston's 
Antoine Walker, Philly's Allen 
Iverson and the Wizard 's 
Michael Jordan. Carter led the 
league in voting for the third 
consecutive sea\On a distinction 
only shared by Juliu:. Ervin"7 
who did it four times and Mike 
who did 1t nine time~ Rounding 
out the East squad are reserves 
Ray A lien of the Bucks, Shareef 
Abdur-Rahim of the Hawks, the 
Nets Jason Kidd, the Magic's 
Tracy Mc Grady, the Heat's 
Alonzo Mourning, the Pacer's 
Jermaine O'Neal and the Celtic\ 
Paul Pierce. Pierce, O'Neal and 
Abdur-Rahim will be making 
their all -star game debuts, while 
Mike will make his thirteenth 
appearance and Iverson his third. 
Byron Scott will coach the East 
as his Nets had the best record in 
the conference 
Shaqu1lle o·Neal headlines 
the We,tern Conference starting 
lineup, as he will make his ninth 
I appearance at center. The Spurs 
, Tim Duncan and the Timber-
' 
wolves Kevin Garnett get the call 
at the forward slots. The Los 
t Angeles Lakers Kobe Bryant and 
I Houston's Steve Francis will be 
f in the backcourt for the West, as 
f Francis makes his first all -star 
i 
I 
l 
l 
team. The West reserves include 
two Kings Chns Webber and 
Peja Stojakov1c, and two Maver-
icks Dirk '\/owitzk1 and Stc"lie 
Nash. R Junding out the v.est are 
Karl Malone, Gary Payton and 
Wally Szczerbrnk from Min 
nesota. Dallas Mavericks head 
coach Don Nelson will coach 
the West. 
Hopefully this year's game 
will be just as thrilling as last 
year's I I I• IO victory by the 
East that featured fourth quarter 
heroics by Iverson, .\1arbury and 
Bryant. Iverson took '.viVP hon-
ors last year as he and Ste.phon 
Marbury led the Ea~t past 
Bryant and the \Vest in a game 
that went down to the wire. 
This year\ ~BA.CO'.\,1 Slam 
Dunk Contest usually one of the 
mo:,c anticipated events will fea-
ture laM years champion 
Desmond Mason of the Seattle 
Super Somes. Steve Francis, 
Golden State\ Jason Richardson 
and Sacramento\ Gerald Wal-
lace will all compete for the 
slam,dunk crown and $25,000. 
The event has been downsized 
this year from eight to four pat• 
t1cipants as stars like Vmce 
Carter, Darius Milt:s, and Kobe 
Bryant declined to appear. 
All-Star Saturday night will 
again feature the 1-800 Call ATf 
Shootout The three-point con-
test will feature deadly marks-
man such as Ray Allen, Steve 
Nash, Paul Pierce, Peja Stojack-
ovic, the Los Angeles Clippers 
Quentin Richardson who is from 
Chicago, Cleveland's Wesley 
Person, Orlando\ Mike Miller 
and San Antonio's Steve Smith. 
Ray Allen attempts to defend his 
title as the best pure shooter in 
the h.:ague 
The got mt lk ?' Rookie Chal-
lenge will feature first year play-
ers versus second year players. 
Shane Battier. Pau Gasol, and 
Brendan Haywood head up the 
rookie team along with Joe John-
son and Andrei Kirilenko. 
Sophomores Marcus Fizer of the 
Bulls, Kenyon Martin of the 
Nets, Desmond Mason. Chns 
Mihm and Mike Miller all will 
st.trl for the second year team. 
Photo Courk,~ of ;-..ha.con 
\lkn her.on looks to compete again fo 
h1• 2fHJ2 \11-">lar \I\ P anard in hi 
omdm, n "' Philaddphia thi, upcom 
·n utektnd. 
Last years game sa\.\ the sopho-
more's pull one out 121.113 over 
the rookies while Wall) Szczer-
biak captured the MVP. The 
Rookie~ will be coached hr 
Chuck Daly and the sophomores 
by Billy Cunningham. 
This year will also feature a 
new 3 on 3 tournament that will 
pit teams composed of former 
and present players. WNBA 
players. and celebrities. 
Many Howard students who 
have tickets 10 All -star Saturday 
arc excited about the upcoming 
weekend. 
Anthon) Davenport, from 
Chicago. II said 
"I m ,ery mterested to see 
who will win the three-point 
contest. It looks 10 be very com-
petitive this year." 
A lot of people feel the Slam 
Dunk contest isn't as exciting as 
the previous years. Dameon 
Boler said. "The slam dunk is a 
disappointment this year:· 
. '• 
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Kyle \\.'illiams and Aki Thomas 
each -,cored 13 point,-. and ke} 
re,enes Gil Goodrich and Jonathan 
Stoke,, turned in their best perfor-
mance, of the season a:. the Howard 
Uni,crstty men·s ba5ketball team 
~napped a t"o game lo"ing streak 
v.. 1th a 75-65 road , ictor) O\'er {;ni-
,·er-,it) of :'\-taryland Ea-tern Shore 
last Monda). 
\\.'irh rhis win. the Bison go up 11-
8 overall and 6-3 in the MEAC plac-
ing them in " tie for third place v. ith 
South Carolina State. and trailing the 
undefeated Hrur pion Pirates (9-0) by 
three games and Dele,,arc State (7-2) 
by ju"t one. 
It wa~ a total team effort the entire 
game. as Bi!.On head coach Frankie 
Allen played everybod} on the bench. 
and they all contributed in some wa). 
"I JUst felt like this was a time 
where you really want to have fresh 
legs going down the stretch and if you 
got a bench. and you've got some 
confidence in your bench. then they 
Smee the Hawks were a primarily 
perimeter shooung team and the 
intense zone defense by the Bison 
was forcing them further out, they 
weren't able to create an inside game. 
Once the Hawks started missing 
shots because they relied strictly on 
outside shots, the Bison were able to 
capitalize on that. and established 
control of the game early because of 
the pen meter shooting of \Villiarns 
(5-8. 13 points. 4 assists. 3 steals) and 
Ron \\'illiamson , 8 points. 4 
rebounds) 
\Vith 6:58 to play in the first half, 
and the game tied 26-26, led by key 
reserves Goodrich (10 points. 3 
assists). Stokes (l J points, 4 assists, 2 
steals), and forward Ronald Miller, 
the Bison closed out the half on a 12-
2 run, to head to the locker room with 
a 38-28 lead. 
··1 knew I was going to get some 
Other contributors in the game 
included junior Mario Grove ( 4 
points, 3 rebounds). who returned to 
the line-up after missing four games 
due to an ankJe injury, senior forward 
Darren Kennedy (7 points, 6 
rebounds), junior forward Brannon 
Terry (2 points, 3 rebounds), and 
juruor forward Shawn Radford (3 
points, 3 rebounds). 
"We've got some big games com-
ing up towards the end of the season 
and we want to be fresh and we want 
to be healthy, so we're playing every-
body and everybody's doing a good 
job," said Williams. "We feel that our 
bench can play with anybody in the 
conference. We've got some guys on 
the bench who can probably start for 
other teams." 
RElVIElVIBER THE 
2001 H O.M:EC O'M"TNG 
C OIVIEDY SHOV\l? 
.BOOOOOOO 
00000000000 
,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, 
-- . --- . . -. -. . . 
Don 7 / Let Thar Be You! 
<..~on,e out and join us every Wednesday@ 6:30 P.M . 
You can ,_harpc11 your comedic/satiric vvriting s kills 
1 LI., C>P JOURNAL Meetings 
Every Wednesday @~ 6:30 p.m. 
S<.'l lO<->L <.>r c·<>MMlJNIC..'ATIONS, ROOM 2 13 
New articles are welcome! 
For more in f<.>m'lation call (202) 806-4074 
FEBR_U.ARY 
Ho~ard University 
Spo11sored l>y the Of-fice of Stude11t /\ct ivi tit._·~ 
Cratnpton Auditoriu111 • Doors open at 5 :OOp,11 
Admi,.,ion is on a first-comt.·, fir..t-.,cn,cd ba.,i'>. Plt:a">c arrive t:arl_y. FRl'.E I IC"l I'-- 1\ 111 1,, 
available starting 1\'1onday n,oming for pit·k up at thl" Cran1pton A11dit11ri11111 B<> •. ! Ji'!,,,. 
Presented by: AOL Time \Varner HBCi) 
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Aggies Hand Bison First Loss at Home 
BY A I SHA CH ,,i-:y 
Hilltop Scaft \l. riter 
Bruce Jenkins scored 20 ot his game-high 
22 points in the second half and :vtarque Car-
rington's three point shooting display in the 
first half led the North Carolina A&T Aggies 
to a 77-75 victory over the Bison Saturday rn 
Burr gymnasium before a crowd of 1,873. 
This loss ended the Bison's eight-game 
home winning streak and dropped them to 
11-9 overall and 6-4 in the MEAC, while the 
Aggies (7-13 overall, 6-5 in the ,"1EAC J con-
tinue their hot streak, v.1nning their :.ixth in a 
row. 
Aftc.r trailing 35-28 at halfume, the Aggies 
came out more aggres-,ive on defense and 
shot 65'k from the field in the .,econd half. 
Jenkins dominated in the paint. <,hooting 8 for 
11 and finishing wnh 22 point:,, 11 rebounru;. 
and 3 assists. 
"Bruce has been doing his Job all year. 
being consistent v, ith the double doubles. but 
the most important thing now is that we're 
gelling certain guys to '>lep up and play:• said 
Aggies head coach Curtis Hunter. "Carnng-
ton ha~ been stepping up the last 
five or six games and he"s become 
a maJor pla)ec for us. He's being 
the player that J always thought he 
would be.'' 
The lead went back and forth in 
the fir'>t half, but the Bison were 
able to maintain a halftime lead 
thanks to some deadly perimeter 
shooting from starters Ron 
W1lhamson, Kyle Williams, and 
Dan n Kennedy and key reserves 
C1l (,oodrich and Jonathan 
Stokes. who altogether shot a daz• 
zling 8 for IO from three point 
range. 
~lie 1·no1< 
Howard gu11rd Ron Wlllium,on hud 11 ~O<KI ~amt-, hut the Hi,on 
~tJII fell \horl on SaturdaJ. 
'"If you look at the stats. you 
would still think that Howard won 
this game because of the field goal 
and free throw percentage. but I 
think the turning point was the 3-
point situation in the second half," 
said Hunter. "In the first half, they 
went 8 for 10. and in the second 
half they went I for 9. and we 
went 3 for 6 so that made a big 
difference." 
Despite having five players score 
in double figures, Williams (20 
.._ ___________________ __,points. 6 rebounds), Williamson (15 
pointi., 2 steals). senior center 
Ala Thom~ (.13 pomts. :! 
rebounds), Kenned;- (12 
points, 5 assists) and Goodrich 
(IO points). it wasn·1 enough to 
o,ercome Jenkins and lus 
teammates. 
·'\Ve knev. we were running 
into a very good and a very hot 
team today", said Bison head 
coach Frankie Allen. ··we had 
the opportunity to get it mto 
overtime a couple times in the 
last fev, ,econds, and 1t JU~t 
didn't happen. But I'm still 
very proud of how hard we 
fought back and made some 
big plays. But you've got to 
give them credit because their 
defense played a great second 
half and they really caused us 
some problems." 
According to Coach Hunter, 
a key to winning was making 
the Bison work for their 
offense more rn the second 
half. 
··Kyle Williams is a great 
player. He still had 20 points 
but it was a hard 20 points for 
him, which is what we wanted," 
I t 
f ue YOOIC 
said Hunter. "And then Ron, he Bison Forward Darren Kennedy got off to a fast start, but he 
went on that spree in the first cooled off and the Bison couldn't pull out a victory. 
half, when our defense got loose. 
but in the second half he didn't get as good of 
looks as he was getting in the first. So I 
thought our guys really stepped up and made 
them work for their offense." 
In addition to Jenkins performance, Car-
rington finished the game with 21 points and 
4 assists, which is well above his usual aver-
age of7.9 PPG, and Landon Beckwith added 
14 points. 
"Whenever you got a guy who really plays 
above what he normally averages, then that 
hurts," said Williams. "But we've just got to 
put this game behind us, and come out and 
play hard the next game. It always hurts to 
lose, and when you lose a game at home, it 
hurts even more, but we'll be alright." 
The Bison will travel to Baltimore to play 
Morgan State on Saturday, February 9th • 
Lady Bison Plant Aggies 
With 51-Point Whipping 
Team Continues Assault on 
MEAC, Remains Flawless 
Howard Track and 
Field Have a Good 
Showing At UMES 
By J OSE• SAWYER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
and Adetolc Adcwodu last week at the Univers1-
By C H AUNA B RYAN1 
Contributing Writer 
Simone Agee led all scorers 
with 13 points as the Lady 
Bison used a balanced attack to 
embarrass the North Carolina 
Lady Aggies last Saturday in an 
85 to ~4 blowout. This victory 
maintains the I .ad\ Bison's 
undefeated I 0-0 record rn the 
MEAC, but add~ another loi., to 
the Lady Aggies· dismal record 
of 0 18 overall and 0 11 in the 
MEAC The wm was also the 
largest margm of victory for the 
Lady Bison this year. 
" l think we're growing. and I 
think a lot of II has to do ,, 1th 
when you don't have your num -
ber one scorer and rebounder on 
the floor," said Lady Bison 
Head Conch Par,on . "l.i,erv-
• body know, you han~ to miw 
depend on each other and I 
think we were ,\ tx:tter team 
today." 
The Lad} Bison started the 
game off with an 11-0 run and 
continued thrash the Aggies. 
fon:mg 3:! turno,er-. 19 of 
which occum·d in the fir-t half. 
Howard's pre,sure defcn,e ga,e 
the Lady Aggie, fits. ,h the) 
often tried to dnhhle th1l>Ugh 
the zone press, ,, tuch re,ultcd 
in e,en more turno,er,. The 
Lad) Aggies also lacked a con • 
s1stent po,t tlm:,1t. "hich madl· 
them eas~ picking, for the t11r-
ger and stronger Lid) 81,l,n l1n 
the hoards The Lad) 81,l,n led 
the entire game ,, ith littk 
effort. E,ery pla)er on the 
team ,cored "ith fimr other 
lady Bison joining Agee in Jl,u• 
bk figures. 
The ,ccond half,, -a, n rep la) 
of the first, with th,· L.1,h 
Aggies continuing w struggle 
with the Lad) Bi,on·s pre,sure 
E,en when Coach Parson, 
called off the full court press 
the Lady Aggies ~till turned the 
ball over repeatedl) Guard 
l.iuh Hi,on i:uard '\ieok Jado.,011 had tt ,olid ~ame on the ofTcn,he 
ind ,kkn,h ,. ,idc 01 the hall. 
:--1.:olc Jack on \\,h re.111' so 1J 
• for the 81,on \\ Ith ,cveral steab 
unJ kl') huckl'h 
The L:i,l) B1st,n's dommauon 
l,f th<.' Lad) Agg1l', l·,1me "1th-
out the aid of \ndn.-a Gardner 
"hl, s.11 out due to prl1hlrm, 
,, 1th brr foot. in h,·r :ih,enre 
,,tht ~ ~, ,. , bmught their "A .. 
g.111 ,, :-. , 1t na Rugk" started 
:1, ,·, 11c, place of G.uunrr. 
,hootmg 4 7 frnm the tidd g1,-
1ng her S ptlrnt, .md , rebounth. 
"I J1dn t kel more pre"ure I 
Just felt like at ..,..,., ,omething I 
h.1d 10 do, 11 "a, ,omcthmg that 
111) l-O:ich wanted me to do. 
Andrea ha, reall) been there. 
talkmg to me and moth-atmg 
me. letting me kno\\ t~ little 
thing, that l need to" ork on to 
m.1ke 11e a belier pla)er:· Rug-
less ,.uJ. 
··so )OU kno\\. I really want Dre 
to come back becau~e she"s 
,uch a great player. hut right 
no\\ . ..., 1th her out. 1t"s a chance 
for me to sh ne and do what I 
ha,e to Jo lb a chance for me 
to ,ho" m, coach that she can 
• 
rel~ on me "hen one of her best 
pl3)CI'- go out:· 
Laura A,ke,, and )ena 
Elhlbakhare lxith came off the 
bench and ~ontributed 10 point:, 
'\eke~ha \\'nlton lead the 
\gg1e, ..., ith 6 point-.. 
The Howard Universi-
ty Track and Field team 
traveled to the University 
of Maryland Eastern 
Shore this past weekend 
for the Fighting Hawks 
Games and turned in a 
lot of top performances. 
There were three number 
one finishes on Saturday. 
On the men's team 
sophomore captain David 
Oliver finished first in 
the 55m hurdles. 
finished 8th. In the ty of North Carolina. 
800m dash, Vashon Day is continuing to 
Flood-Ray finished in solidify her spot as a con-
3rd place, Edgar Sams tender in the conference 
finished 7th and Jeremy for the 200m crown. The 
Hardy finished 8th. 4x400m relay team for 
Leon Snyder finished 4th the women came through 
in the mile. The 5,000 with a victory in a ti.me 
had 3 Bison finish in the of 3:55.32. The team of 
top eight: Gerald Bright, Lakeshia Richmond, Jodi 
Juma Osman, and Troy Reid, Ramsi Bethany and 
McArthur finished 3rd, Amanda Franklin held 
4th, and 5th respectively. off a late surge by rivals 
Nicholas Wright turned Hampton University to 
hold on for 
''In the prelims I felt I the win. 
David Oliver also won 
the 55m hurdles with a 
time of7.47. In the 
preliminaries, he ran 
7.40, which was .01 of 
tty d I Other top ran a pre goo race, finishers for 
didn'tpress myselfand the women's 
team were 
a second off from 
another NCAA Provi-
sional qualifying time. 
"In the prelims I felt 
I didn't hit very many many. Leonie 
Prao finished hurdles,,, said David 8th in the 
Oliver., men's team SSm dash. Ramsi 
I ran a pretty good 
race, l didn't press 
myself and I didn't hit 
very many hurdles." 
Oliver said. 
soiphomore captain. Bethany fin-
L,_ _____ _ _________ ....Jished 4th in 
Men's Coach Michael 
Merritt had faith in Oliv-
er and knew he had a 
good chance to win. 
··My coach told me 
just to run my race in the 
finals, and I v.ould come 
away v. ith the VJCt0f): 
And that is exactly v. hat I 
did." Ohver said. 
Other top finishers on 
the men's team was Tariq 
Mi, who finished 5th in 
the 55m dash, Arren 
Dodsen finished 5th in 
the 200m dash. in the 
400m dash TaJ 
Alavaranga finished 4th. 
Lance Gros<- finished 6th. 
in a 4th place finish in 
the 55m Hurdles, and in 
the long jump Lance 
Gross finished 2nd. The 
men's team was also able 
to outscore rival Hamp-
ton Pirates in the duel 
team scoring aspect of 
the meet by the score of 
55 l0 25. 
On rhe women·s team, 
freshman Erica Da)' was 
the top finisher in the 
200m dash. The 
women's 4x400rn relay 
took the top spot. Day 
set the tone for the 
\Vomen's team with her 
victory in the 200m dash 
with a time of 25.20: a 
lime that impro,ed on her 
sea,on·s be,t that was set 
the 400m dash, Nadia 
Francis finished 7th in 
the 500m dash, Jodi Reid 
finished 4th in the 800m 
run and finished 2nd the 
distance medley relay, 
Tilita Lutterloh finished 
3rd in the triple jump, 
and Syreeta Robin ... on 
came home with a 3rd 
place finish m the \hot 
put. 
The Bison are off this 
weekend. but they return 
to acuon the following 
week at the George 
Mason Patriot Invitation-
al. 
\Vant To \\'rite for Sports? Come pick up a story on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. 
in the Hilltop Office on the P-level of the West Towers. Don't worry 
Security will give you directions. 
ISponsTuesday. Covering Ho\\ ard Sports and More. 
Commentary 
The 
Winter X-
Games, 
Winter 
Olympics: 
B3 
What's the 
Difference? 
8}- BER' \RO ~h RR\, 
Contributing \Vrner 
After the tr.igic evenb that 
unfolded on September 11. the dis-
pla)' of patriotism \\a,- evident 
Every other commercial ,v-.i:. pro-
moting the idea of God Bless 
America through flags, ribbon\. 
and car decals. Even sports teams 
showed their support \\ ith flag and 
ribbon insignias on jerseys and 
helmets. The nationalism and loy-
alty to this country\\ ill CJ.rt) O\er 
to this year as the \\.'inter 01} mpic~ 
take place in Salt Lake Cit}-, On 
Friday, February 8th the open cere-
The Winter X-
• games gives a 
rush that the 
Olympics just 
doesn 't have. 
monies of the 2002 Winter 
Olympics will begin. And continu-
ing for I 6 days. the greatest ath-
letes from around the world that 
ever touched the snov. will be 
competing to be called the greatest 
in the world. But last Friday. ESPN 
and ESPN2 aired the sixth annual 
Winter X-Games. 
Personally, I am not going to be 
watching the Olympics. It's not 
that I am anti-US. it's just that 
there's something better on: The 
Winter X-Games on ESPN and 
ESPN2. Let me rephrase 1ha1 
because the X Games air a week 
before the Winter Olympics. It"s 
possible to watch both. But after 
watching the X-Games, why would 
you want to watch the Olympics. 
Even if Tony Hawk, Bobby 
Burnquist, and Dave Mirra are not 
names that you expect to hear on a 
list of competitors in the Olympics. 
But then again, these athletes don't 
participate in events that you 
would expect to hear in the 
Olympics. With such extreme 
sports as motocross. B'v1Xing 
through the snow, and snowmobile, 
viewers and competitors arc in for 
a treat. The Winter X-games gives 
a rush that the Olympics just have. 
For five straight days, tile best in 
extreme snow sports battle to be 
the X-Games best. 
The Winter X-Games and the 
Winter Olympics have a lot in 
common. The only difference is 
that the Winter X Games ,., a dif 
ferent way to pla)' in the snow . 
Extreme sports have been headlin-
ing newspapers around the country. 
Just like Michael Jordan and Barry 
Bonds are arguably the greatest 
athletes alive. But lo in the world 
of extreme sports, they don't exist. 
Only the likes of extreme athletes 
are important. In the words of John 
Travolta, "I say hot damn, what a 
rush!" The Winter X-Games will 
give you a rush from the comforts 
of your own home. No cold, bone-
breaking falls in hard snow 1,n·t 
needed: just stay toned to ESP~ 
and ESPN2 all this week for fur-
ther Winter X-Game events. Try 
something different: it won't hurt 
you 10 watch. 
Winur X Game-. pnl'-idt an a111 ..... ......i 
to watchillj.! Uw \\-inter Olympia. 
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Jan_ gazh-8/ A Section Devoted to the Fine Arts, Entertainment and Self Expression 
Wideman Skillfully Applies the Art of 
Basketball to Life 
By Ryan Fox 
Contributing Writer 
Hoop Roots 
John Edgar Wideman 
Houghton Mifnin 
Price: $24.00 
The beauty of the game of basketball for many 1s its ahility to transcend sports to the point that it dominates other aspects 
of life, and the way the game provides an escape 
from the har~h reality of the physical world 
John Edgar Wideman·~ memoir, Htwp Roots. 
draws from that passion and zt ~t for the game 
that engulfs his way of hvmg. 
Hoop Roots is the story of Wideman\ life 
through haskctbal I that begins on Finance Street 
in the ghetto Homewood ,ection of Pittsburgh, 
where his grandmother kept a close-eye on him. 
Wideman recall<, slipping past the watchful eye 
of his grandmother to a nearby factory where 
white men would play basketball on the side of 
the building. It was that day he would take his 
first shot. Later, it would be Wideman that had 
to keep the close eye on his grandmother, as he 
watched from her bedside, life slipping away 
from her. 
It is this ability to symbolically weave events 
in his basketball life to events in his personal life 
that gives this book ils strength. Throughout his 
book, Wideman smoothly transitions from mem-
ory lane, to social and racial commentary. to his 
present-day life, and back to memory lane with-
out the reader realizing he even left memory lane 
in the first place. 
The flow of Wideman's words are constant 
and unyielding, which makes it a hard-read at 
• times, but it masterfully captures his passion and 
love for the game. 
At times, Wideman gets overly poetic and 
romantic with his experiences, making his story 
seem somc"'hat sapp)'. However. early and often, 
he reminds us that he "'rote this book mainly for 
his personal sake- a forum to tell his story 
"Whatever you make of this book, I need it." 
Wideman offers in the opening pages of the 
book. 
Do you Read? You got a 
recent release that you 
would like to review? 
Share it with The Hilltop. 
Come see Monica today at 
7p.m. 
WPGC Brings Spoken Word 
To the Airwaves 
B" B• R"I \RD ·Po• 1' Mt RR,n 
Contnbut1ng Writer 
Spoken Word A concept that will never fade 
lo black. \Jot uny time soon, at least. The 
demand for spoken word 1s at 11s highest point 
now 111 2007. You sec and hear it everywhere. 
Hm\ard Univcrsll~ has numerous organizations 
that ho,t tipcn mic .il lc·1-.1 once a month and 
artists, though music is but poetry to a beat, have 
jumped on the bandwagon too by publishing 
wntten lyrics of their songs. Spoken word has 
taken over tclcns,on, the I ntemct (with countless 
sites that revolve around spoken word), and now 
the radio waves. 
Though some may not be aware of it, WPGC 
has been makmg its own contribution to the lyri-
cally potenl art fom1. Joi Rutherford, producer of 
Love, Talk, and Slow Jams, gave me the run-
down of WPGC's program love Jones. live 
Poe11y. For four years, WPGC has been broad-
casting live poetry every Thursday from JO PM 
to midnight. The name Love Jones, did not 
derive from the popular movie of the same 
name; instead, it stemmed from the well-known 
local group love Jones Poetry. It was the high 
demand for spoken word and heavy requests of 
WPGC's listeners that boosted the program into 
existence. 
WPGC 1s a music driven station, but finds a 
way to incorporate live poetry into their broad-
cast. According to Rutherford, WPGC takes their 
broadcast live and on location on select days. 
Before January 24th, their last live broadcast was 
a little under a year ago, last Valentine's Day at 
Zanzibar. Though there are no special plans for 
the Valentine's Day segment this year, Ruther-
ford noted that the next live show will be the fol-
lowing Thursday, February 21st. 
One possible down side to WPGC's on-air 
spoken word, is their screening process. Poets 
arc pre-selected by Rutherford and other produc-
ers, whether live on the air or on location, due to 
the limitations of the FCC (Federal Communica-
tion Commission)-they keep close watch of all 
radio shows. Both WPGC and WKYS were in 
hot water with the FCC a few weeks ago when 
the Roe-a-fella clique free-styled live on air, 
using explicit lyrics. 
In addition to screening for inappropriate con-
tent, WPGC only allows those who are 21 and 
older to perform. Though this may weed out 
some of Howard's young poets, Rutherford 
added that, "With the high demand for [spoken 
word), it's a possibility for college 
students .... maybe a college night." 
Catherine B. Reynolds Foundation To Fund 
Ten Years of Performances at Kennedy Center 
B, At I ISON G• !'\ IR, 
Copy Editor 
On Dct·embcr I. James A. Johnson. chairman 
of the John I' Kenned) Center for the Perform-
111i Arts annount·ed the center's creation of a 
new IO-ye111 1)1.'t to, mancc 111ttia11vc funded b~ a 
$10 m11l1on grant fH>m the Catherine 8 
Revnolds Fl1undat11>n. 
Reynolds. a Virgm,a businl'sswoman and 
maJ0r arts ph1lanthrop1st, started the Catherine 
B. Reynolds F<>unJatmn. a nonprofit organiz.a-
uon that offon. grants and ,mards with an innov-
auvc appmaeh to philanthrop) b) promoting 
education and g,nng young p,,:ople incentives to 
:.trivc ti.,r suct't',s 
Tht• $10 m11lw11 will fund the Cathenne B. 
Rt>~ nokh St'rtt's Ji.)! \r11s11c E\cellence. which 
will enabk tht' n:ntt'r tt, produce unique pro-
gramming thn,ugh mnu.11 performan,·es vr col-
laborathe cfforh t,..,,t\\cen artist-- . 
"flus 1s tht· l,ul!est gift the center has ever 
rccci\ed sp,,:t·1fit·,1II) for innovatt\C arllsttc pro-
gr:unming." said Johnson. "and 1s the most gen-
erous gift in tht' performing ,trts since September 
11. 200 I .. 
Smee takmg 0\er t'arhcr m 2001. M1d1ael ~t 
Kaiser. president of the Kennc,.h Center. has 
been rcspon,1ble for b1 mgmg 111 .1 number of 
lai;ge donatitms Shortly after his iUTI\ al. Kaiser 
negotiated a S50 m11lwn gift from .\..lberto \ 1lar 
for p,,:rformances ul the Kirov Ballet ,md Kirov 
Poetry Corner 
The Cn,slted Expectation 
l real I) \\ anted 10 get to 1,;.now ) ou 
Because l enjo) ed ) our compa.n) 
But what )OU e:-pected was certaml) not in me 
The comcr:.arion, 
The ,miles 
"ere great yec shon 
In three hours 
we talked 
we hugged 
we touched 
we kissed 
Opera. 
The announcement of Reynolds' donation also 
came with an announcement by Kaiser that the 
Center just raised approximately $3.4 million 
from the National Symphony Orchestra ball and 
Honors weekend, the revenues of which will go 
to the symphony and center's educational pro-
grams. The programs cost $12 million. making 
the center's outreach effort the biggest of any 
performing arts center in the United States. 
The $10 million gift produces an opportunity 
for the center 10 have artistic freedom in produc-
tion of any of the art disciplines: opera, theater, 
ballet. symphonic music, jazz, or modern dance 
for the next decade. 
"This gift of extraordinary generosity is a pro-
grammer's dream," said Kaiser. 
The grant gives the center an opportunity to 
choose projects from a broad spectrum of art 
forms. \\ 1thout money being an obstacle. "So 
often we are faced with tning to create a won-
. ~ 
derful producuon and hav mg to abandon it or 
reduce its scope for lack of funding:· said Kaiser. 
Each year, Kaiser will select and produce a 
world-class production to showcase in the Series. 
First in the Series \\'tll be the joining of members 
from lhe Bolshoi Opera and Bolshoi Ballet 
i,cheduled for Ma) of 2002, 
Some belte\e that this large donation mav 
~ . 
receive some criticism after a contr0\Crs) O\er a 
$38 million don.1tion to the Smithsonian b\ 
• 
Re\ nolds la~t ,pring. Th<! mone) \\ as intended co 
Then dism1~al 
These action~ were enough for me 
But you "anted more 
You e,c1ted me 
but I left you sore 
\Ve talked about other po 1b1ltties 
but we could not agree 
Cause we 
were 
on different le\els 
at different stages 
had different desires 
develop a "Spirit of America" exhibit at the 
National Museum of American History that 
would feature the stories of Americans such as 
Medal of Honor winners, Civil Rights activist 
Coretta Scott King, and skater Dorothy Hamill. 
This donation received criticism from arts 
funding watchdogs and curators at the museum. 
Two major concerns of critics were the involve-
ment of a donor in the development of museum 
presentations and the museum possibly putting 
money first. 
The donation lo the Kennedy Center is in the 
hands of Kaiser. and Reynolds said that the cen-
ter would make all artistic decisions concerning 
the money. 
The series will reflect the center's and the 
Reynolds Foundation's commitment to making 
this programming accessible 10 children by hold-
ing a number of seats to each event for D.C 
school children. Also. the Kennedy Center Edu-
cation Department will produce related educa-
tional programming for each presentation in the 
series. 
"\Ve believe that great art contributes immea-
surably to an educated citizenry,'' said Reynolds. 
"and the Kennedy Center, a thriving National 
treasure. allows us to help bring exceptional per-
formances of the highest caliber to millions of 
Americans. Our goal is to spark the imagination 
and we are committed to the education and inspi-
ration of young people:· 
and were different ages 
I said no 
But what did you e,pec1?• 
For goodness ~e 
"-C ju5t met! 
Bue you didn't pernst 
you accepted and \.\.alked out 
and I'll probably ne\-er see you enter again. 
Good! 
-Kelay 
AND 'lfC:£,.C.Rtl, ? 
Photo Courtcs) of Amazon.com 
John Edgar Wideman e,plores hon basketball influenced his life in Hoop Roots, 
Def Poetry Jam 
Sheds Light on 
Growing World 
Of Spoken Wor 
BY BERNARD ·PoF,r' ]\ft RRA\' 
Contributing \Vrilcr 
.F,our years afteE R11ssell Sim 
mons and HBO teamed up to 
bring us six seasons of Dej 
Comedy Jam, they collaborate 
once again to bring another Def 
Jam exclusive. Feeding off the 
overlooked presence of spoken 
word artists of the past. present 1 
and future, in conjunction with 
this nations fastest-rising per-
forming-art form. spoken word, 
they have created a place where 
artists can freely express them 
selves and get the publicity they 
deserve. 
This televised format of Def 
Poetry Jam is the newest face of 
spoken word. But Def Poetry 
Jam, started as a website and has 
been showca~ing poets from 
around the country. The site 
i 1,11 i ff ecr 1,, , gives 
poets a chance to di~play their 
skills. Def Poetry Jam postc; 
applications for online poet y 
contests and chance to share 
works via message boards and 
chat rooms. The producers 
launched Def Poetrv Jam with a 
twelve-city competition tour, in 
concurrence with their nc\\iest 
television deal, HBO has 
expanded that twehe-city tour to 
a nationwide one. Each potential 
poet had a chance to audition for 
executives from Def Poetry Jam 
in hopes of havmg the opportu 
ruty I be scouted for tour d tes, 
book sigmn • and/o even 
record deals. 
Of the many Def Poets that 
blessed the stage of New York's 
1'he Supper Club none were 
more essential chan the host Mos 
Def. who started each ,;how w1ch 
an ex.cerpc from past Def Poets 
Mos Def brought his style of 
poetry. evident m his albums to 
the stage of De l'fJe ry Jam 
l'W!NweeLBmste1~Gokrnao 
the hon(,rs f 
beiD the poett perfi~m 
on 1)ef Poetry Jam In 1998 he 
won SLAM and awed the aud 
CDCe With 
I wanna hear a poen 
ideas kiss simiks so 
The Hilltop. Get your 
news every Tuesday and 
Friday 
,, 
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Weekly Horoscope: February 3-
February 9, 2002 
Ari~ (3/21-4/20J 
'lov. 1s not the time to procra ti-
nate. Deal with issues or people 
whom you find 
intimidating. On Sunday you will 
feel relieved knowing that you 
accomplished 
difficult tasks. 
Taurus (4/21-5/21) 
Someone from your pa\t will call. 
catching you by surpnse. Don't 
be ~urprised if you find yourself 
thinking about an ex 
girlfriend/boyfriend. 
Gemini (5/22-6/21 ) 
After weeks of planning, your 
vision finally comes to life. You 
anticipate an event you've been 
planning. and you hope to have 
great results 
Cancer (6/22-7/22) 
f or all you Cancer • tf is is a rreat 
week for you. Expect a raise at 
work, an<l if you're unemployed 
expect a job. 
Leo (7/23-8/22) 
You receive many compl11ncnh 
th is week Someone you 
wouldn't expect is watching you. 
Virgo (8/23-9/23) 
For those Virgo!. 1n relationships, 
you find yourself feeling very 
stressed lately. You and your 
sweetie end up arguing more than 
usual. 
absolutely no interest in. 
Scorpio (10/24- 11/22) 
No matter what the Jtuauon. try 
to keep your opinions 10 yourself. 
Although you arc outspQken, now 
is not the time to go against your 
boss's opinion. 
Sagittarius (11/23-12/21) 
On Wednesday and Thur<tday. you 
will experience problems at work 
and/or chool. You will be feel-
ing down for a couple of days. 
Spend time with good friend 
over the weekend to set rour 
miod at case. 
Capricorn (12/22-1/20) 
On .\1onday and Tuesday pay 
close attention to situations you 
feel uneasy about or you will 
experience unwanted surprises. 
fhroughout the week you com-
plete many errands. You will '>CC 
rcsu Its of your hard work at the 
end of the week. 
Aquarius (J/21-2/19) 
P(1y attention to the rnallc L 
dctai I'>. If vou tend to rush into 
' 
whatever it i'> that you wish to 
accomplish, things will go wrong. 
~fake big plans for your upcom-
111g hi11hday. 
Pisces (2/20- 3/20) 
In beginning of 1he week you tend 
to be preachy. You wish for oth-
er; to form opinions similar to 
your own. You will offer to vol-
unteer for many good causes dur-
ing lhi~ week. 
Libra ( 9/24-10/23) Compill'll h, Leesa Dm·is, S1aff 
With Vale ntine's Day approach 11·ri1,·r 
ing, you beg111 to make plans. 
You fear be ing alone on this holi 
day and end up fli rting with a 
friend of a fri end. whom you have 
.. 
Is It? 
The t0uch of your hand against m) skin 
Is full of your life 
Life with you is love 
Or is it? 
I am not \\hat you need: an ear. a hand. a shoulder 
One t(J fill) mr mind. bod). and slOmach 
Sv "h) i, 11 ,o hard? 
b it trust"1 
I am loyal!} known b) all to be yours! 
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you-
That is "hat I live by 
You say it is commitment 
But I am commined to you and I kno" you want to be 
Don·c stop what could be a good thing 
Don"t be afraid this may be that risk we both ha\ e to 
take 
r,e seen you weak .. Let me keep you strong 
A Queen by her Kings side 
I know you see 
We mix so well like rice and peas .. , 
Together we make the other bener ... 
Apart we are not as good 
What keeps my feelings for you ignited, 
lt"s your intelligence 
You ar so bright, yet modest 
So s rong. yet sensible 
Others ti)' tc emuh.te your signature style. walk. your 
way of life 
If I was your woman and you were my man 
But l really can't wait for long 
You're not being fair ... rather selfish 
I am tired of guys being greedy 
I know that you are not like that 
You don't need to be with everybody 
That's why you chose me .. .! wasn' t with everybody 
With you. my mind. body. and soul is like a 
virgin ... Touched for the very 
first time 
What I do know 
There is something different about you 
Not just your crazy walk 
It's all in the way that you treat me 
The way that I am supposed to be treated 
Opening doors and always protecting me 
This is definitely a mental attraction 
You do something to my mind and body 
I try to block you out 
But what you embody is so overpowering 
Your presence keeps me coming back 
I can just feel our bond 
Is that why you're afraid? I know you feel it too 
This IS something 
But I may never get to experience life with you because 
of your fear 
Fight it, fight them 
Be strong for US 
This is deep, deeply rooted in my heart 
We all have to feel hurt 
I'm sorry 
If I could I would make it so that you never hurt 
I can't promise you anything 
If you don't take a chance at life with me 
I've had a life but never a life that could compare to 
what we share 
It' s hard for me to do this 
I am always seen as being so strong 
But l am so susceptible to you and everything you stand 
for 
I can' t stop writing but I need to stop 
It just keeps flowing from my soul ... Soul Mate 
I am too much for myself 
You make me complete 
And I do the same for you! 
P.S- It might be! 
-BigThingsComeinSmallPackages 
People Who Work for The 
Hilltop are 
presented by 
Howard University Chapter NAACP 
in conjunction with 
Fraternity, Inc., Chapter and 
Howard University Student Association 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
··, __ -~ -~.c:f,t~ w:rir"f 1~<: :flr.r,t..--f'f;rfrr,, ·· 
Jeffrey Johnson, 
NAACP National Youth Director 
I\ Armour J. Blackburn Forum ii ·tA:, 7:00pm 
·f -.,-'f. r..i, -~ .. ;rf, :f,ri fi t;~~. -.f ,·:-r.-, · 
,, · Armour J. Blackburn Cafe I) 
12:40pm-2:00pm 
· ·r:,.-~\"r.}.(:'ffJ,r~ 'ef 1r: ~~ ,....,..:.r, tr, C!"' · 
Dennis Kimbro, 
Author of Think and Grow Rich: 
WEDNESDAY 
A Black Choice 
Armour J. Blackburn Forum 
7:00pm 
··47- •\t;_ ..r:.r '°:·F:·ff "i~r:.:r, ,·:-r.r,~-ri ·· 
Armour J. Blackburn Power Hall 
12:00pm-2:00pm 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
.:: , r{ e (~ {_i_f !" tl,; Si,: • ~ ~'1" it° f (".. ("'q_i ( • .. 
1 fftrm~1-~ -= • • ~*.rr~"[ff t:..~ 
Panel Discussion Moderated by 
Rasheem-Ameid Rooke, 
Assistant Director of Student Activities 
Armour J. Blackburn Reading Lounge 
7:00pm 
··r:r.t~rr~ ,,. "( l~~::.T.t't :..fiflr.r, 
Harold Gray 
Director of Center for Professional 
Pevelopment 
Armour J. Blackburn Reading Lounge 
7:00pm 
Armour J. Blackburn Gallery Lounge 
5:00pm 
- _.,. ,.. 
B6 
8:00pm 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2002 
at to watch ... 
\\ednesda}, February 6: 
8:00 Pt\-1 
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..,,..,,. Toronto Raptors vs. W~hington WiL&rds on TBS (35) See Vince Carter and ~ichael Jordan square off before That S0's Show, FOX: Remember grov. ing up in the eighties'? For a 101 of 
u~ the am,wer may be no. Fortunately. for those who can't quite think back 
to !hose days when we \\ere just learning hov. to count, there is Tlzar 80's 
5h01, The ne"" corned) has just premiered and is a spin-off of FOX·~ 
already successful Thar 70's Sho1L 
they team up during All Star weekend. 
The Chair on ABC (27J: And you thought sining in Econ was a drag just picture silting in the Chair Contestants 
must maintain their heart rate while answering a series of questions. 
9:00pm 
Winter X Game.<> on ESPN (17): Perfect for fans of extreme sports. 
Speed on USA (34): This movie gives another meaning 10 Get on the Bus. Starring Keanu Reeves and Sandra 
Bullock. We know you've seen it before, but how can you resist seeing the bus jump that gap in the bridge one 
more time and that stuffy white woman jumps off the bus. After watching remember the shuttle is still safe. 
10:00pm 
1 he Hhtory of Sex on The History Channel (14): Enough Said I F01 all the freaks out there. ~ou know who you 
are I hope you haven't started to change the channel it comes on tonight So gather your friend~ 10gethcr cause this 
will definitely cause some good conven,ation. 
Tu.le About the South on WHUT (2): An overview of Southern literature. Don't Sleep on this. You know you 
need to get your read on anyway. You never know if you watch it you might gel some extra points in that Humani-
ties class. 
Get Real With Real World Chicago(21): Check out anoter show in the Real World Series as the cast gets along 
without that one parucular cast member. See what happens. 
Thursday, February 7 
8:00pm 
WWF Smackdown on UPN (28): If you smell what UPN is cookin', then you know what's up with this 
wrestling show. You know it's fake but hey you gonna watch anyway because Life and Style said so. 
Whut, Whut? 
Gladys Knight: A Knight's Tole on A&E (10): A profile on the singer's life and career. 
9:00pm 
Disappearing Acts on TNN (37): See Sandra Latham and Wesley Snipes get it on. 1f you haven't seen 
11 then here's your chance. Hey, it's kind of shaky* cause the movie wasn't as good as the book, but you 
can't help but watch. *this was not a reference to Latham's character's epilepsy 
Say it Loud: Let's Get it On VHl (22): A celebration of black music in America, tonights show will 
actually be the fourth installment in a five part series. Tonight's show will go into territories unexplored 
as artists such as 'Lil Kim explain the role sex has played in the history of black music . 
. c,~ 
. ~'\. 
o-"-
Behind The Music, VHl: One of the best music shows on television. 
everything we wanted to know about our favorite artists all comes out. 
Tune in as VH I takes us deeper into the life of the queen of hip-hop soul, 
Ms. Mary J. Blige. 
9:00pm 
Video Voyeur: The Susan \\.'ilson Story on Lifetime (41) : . .\nd vou 
thought your life was freaky Cable drama based on the factual story of a 
Louisiana family who garnered headlines as the victims of a video voyeur. 
features an engaging performance by Angie Harmon. 
11 :30pm 
Ren & Stimpy Rocks on VHl (22): They're Back!! 
12:00am 
High on Crack Street on HBO (30): This is why we love HBO! The 
only place where you can see four beat white women and three down and 
out crack heads. This special is a graphic chronicle of the lives of three 
crack addicts in Massachusetts over an 18-month period. Watch this so 
maybe we can gain some respect for the true story and not the one you sec 
on comic view. 
1:00am 
Russell Simmons Presents Def Poetry Jam on HBO (30): "See my eyes 
are filled with the ink of your love. Write me a letter!" lf you didn't get 
the poem then you might want 10 start laking some lessons from the greats 
like Soma Sanchez and Amir Barak.ah who perform on this show. For those 
who need a little enlightenment. 
~ 
e,'-'lY" The Hilltop Valentine S Day 
Co~e 
Check out next Tuesday's Special 
Valentine's Day issue of The Hilltop. In it, you will 
have the chance to view a special 
IBifiilillt@IP)fit!:;~ section. The 1st edition of Tuesday Hill-
topics, you can send a special message to your latest 
Campus Honey. 
Businesses advertise to Howard students 
about your Valentine's Day products. 
A combination of Engage' and Li£ 
and Style for your Valentine's Day 
Dateless for Valentine's 
Day? 
Let The Hilltop Hook you up! 
E-mail hu_lifeandstyle@hot-
mail.com for a chance at a date 
of a lifetime. 2 Singles will be 
to go out on a date 
Tell us why you're 
chosen 
together. 
HO\\tard's perfect male 0 
female. 
